MEETINGS HELD:
March 23 to 25.

"EXORCISM!" = from GOD?
= or from the DEVIL?
Does it matter? Or is this a Lesson? Might we go the same Way?
What to do = to PREVENT it? Be careless - ?
Indifferent?

SACRAMENTO

PUBLICATION #582.
March 29, 1984.

Hoehn Research Library,
Drawer 1270, GRAND FORKS,
BC Canada. V0H 1H0.

WERE FROM=WILSON RIGHT?
Did Ellen White = NOT give
or NOT ORIGINATE = the 3rd.
Angel's Message? Was this ALL
done WITHOUT HER? No need of her?
All done by so-called: "PIONEERS?"

And if we FOLLOW these: "PIONEERS?"
where will we End? What did they do,
with the Holy Writings?
This was NOT brought up in SACRAMENTO =
"In your Study of the Scriptures and of the Testimonies, you have come to WRONG Conclusions...You have even sup-posed that "POWER" is given you to cast out Devils. Thru your "INFLUENCE"...men and women are led to believe that 
"THEY"are "POSSESSED" of Devils, and that the Lord has appointed YOU as His agents for casting out these Evil Spirits...bring in a phase of FANATICISM that would do 
great injury to the cause of God, if allowed ANY PLACE in 
our Churches...("through this means THE CHURCH will become 
indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "A CAGE of 
every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265,96. SM 2:67-8.)

"There is much of SELF woven into your Exhibitions. 
SATAN=WILL=COME=IN with bewitching POWER through these Ex-
hibitions. It is high Time that you call a HALT!" (READ ON!) 
SM 2:45.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPIRITS OF DEVILS!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NECROMANCY=WIZARDS=FAMILIAR SPIRIT POSSESSION=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP 1:375.&quot;SHALL BE PUT TO DEATH!&quot; &quot;He has FORSAKEN GOD!&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 687= &quot;...become RESTLESS...They cannot endure UNCERTE-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY...&quot;SEEK unto them that have FAMILIAR SPIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITS, and unto WIZARDS...there is NO LIGHT in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEM!&quot; (Read BEFORE and AFTER.) PP 683-689.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An &quot;ABOMINATION!!&quot; &quot;ANTICHRIST!!&quot; PP 686.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 688= We hear of Adventist Church Leaders = venturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to &quot;COMMUNICATE&quot; with &quot;SPIRITS&quot; as did EVE.&quot;This</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History SATAN is striving to REPEAT!&quot; PP 689.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 688= This was one of the ABOMINATIONS of the CANAAN-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITES and why God wiped them out. What have Ad-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventists been STUDYING in their SABBATH LESSONS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAY=HOME and learn in 3 Months MORE than in that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church in 20 Years! EW 67,63. T6:133. EW 105,120.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will you find this in your INDEX? That this is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'THE SIGN' that the END is NEAR? 'PENTECOSTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER' that FROOM=WILSON RECOMMENDED! SM 2:21-60.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC 516= ROY A. ANDERSON=LEADER IN SPEAKING IN TONGUES =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENTECOSTALISM=&quot;EXORCISM&quot;=also LEADER in RECOM-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENDING MOST HELLISH &quot;NO LAW!&quot;=&quot;CURSE OF WORKS!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOKS BY HAL LINDSEY(p.152.Also belongs to CAST-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ING OUT DEMONS CULT!) RAA also recommends HOMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. KENT BOOK=&quot;THE FREEDOM OF GOD'S SONS&quot;=OUTSIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the Devil himself=no worse LAW=HATERS on this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANET EARTH! p.76,82,87,88,104-5,115-7,144,148.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREAT PROPORTION OF SDA WILL. FALL FOR=BC6:1065.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 2:50-5. NOT SABBATH TEST=but THIS TEST! CT 257. GC 588.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC 443-5. These will soon take us to &quot;LAW!&quot; UNITE with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other CHURCHES! ECUMENICAL UNITY! Now far down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Road = led by FROOM=WILSON=RAA. POWER=POX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| CULT! EGW PREDICTED IT ALL! (1)
We usually start on p.2 = to reserve p.1 for a last Minute Word. AFTER the Paper is all done. We save p.1 for last minute Comments.

FRITZ ALSETH = EDITOR=IN=CHIEF = Advent "CROSS ROADS" = PO Box 34, Mt. Aukum, Calif. 95656. Arranged for the HALL and the MEETINGS. The Hall cost: $450.00

ELDER JOHN NICOLIC = 12741 White Rock Road, Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670 = MODERATED the Meetings.

CHARLES (BUD) COMPTON, PO Box 616, N. Highlands, Calif. 95669. CIRCULATION MANAGER for "CROSS ROADS" was the TAPE MANAGER = Screen and Projector Technician.

ELDER D.L. BAUER, Box 717, South Lake Tahoe, Calif. 95705. Was the Featured Speaker. Our "NICODEMUS."

We planned, months ahead = to Feature on the Screen = CHANGES in the Holy Writings. As the CATHOLICS in their "DARK AGES" = so the ADVENTISTS in theirs. The TRADITIONS of the ELDERS. We reject both. "IN VAIN do they worship Me, Teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." Mark 7:7. Matt.15:9. Col.2:8.

"THE CONTEST IS = between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of men. In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church." (Leaving WHAT?) T5:81. "THE DROSS...They rob God by DAILY MINGLING... with the WORLDLY ELEMENT...resulting in ETERNAL RUIN... HOLY ANGELS ARE WATCHING...if the INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS of the Church will Honor their Redeemer...Brother....is JOINED to the Church, but NOT to the Lord." T5:116-7.

QUESTION:

If the SEALING comes:"...all UNCONSCIOUS that the FINAL, IRREVOCABLE DECISION has been pronounced in the Sanctuary above...SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the decisive hour which marks the FIXING of every man's Destiny, the FINAL WITHDRAWAL of Mercy's offer to guilty men..." GC 491(315)615(444)618(435).

IF THERE WAS SEEN = for a Time = -2-
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM!" COL 408.

BUT THEN COMES A "CRISIS" Hour of some Sort = (SUNDAY LAW? TOMIC CLASH? WORLD-WIDE KILLER PESTILENCE? PT 32. (Not im-
portant=LEFT OUT of EW 48.) SATAN in a Flying Saucer? GC 624.

BUT THEN IS SEEN A DIFFERENCE - they see it themselves.
HOPE IN THIS HOUR = the Question is "OIL"=do they FIND
it in this "TOO LATE" Hour? COL 412. When the Soul is:
FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" COL 412.

ADVENTIST TRADITION

is it that the Bad Eggs leave the Basket = leaving only FIRST GRADE QUALITY STOCK. Of 100 other References we have:

1) "Soon God's people will be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE and TRUE = will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the Side of the OPPOSERS." T5:136. (So the MAJORITY are TRASH=DROSS=COUNTERFEIT=GOATS=RUBBISH=DUMB DOGS.)

2) SO THEY LEFT THE CHURCH? "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER =
T5:211. (Always read a bit AHEAD = and also AFTER = to get the SETTING=CONTEXT.) This is the SEALING. Because:"DECEP-
TION of almost EVERY KIND are IN=THE=CHURCH." T5:210. The SLAUGHTERING ANGELS follow hard on the Heels of the SEAL-
ING ANGEL = and where do they start to:"SMITE?"

Almost every one will answer: "THE MEN WITH SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS...BEGIN at My Sanctuary. Then they BEGAN at the Ancient men which were (STILL!) BEFORE=THE=HOUSE." Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God...THESE=DUMB=DOGS that would not Bark... ALL=PERISH=TOGETHER." (ALL SEALED TOGETHER? AS the FROOMS=
HOUTEFFS=ROGERS=HUDSONS=ANDERSONS=promised? No.) "ALL=PER-

3) There the Solemn assurance that the FROOMS will see us through = will End up with their Face in the Mud = as FROOM
did in his '73 FLASCO. "It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER =
(OIL) TM 234.) CHARACTER is REVEALED." (NOT FORMED OR FOUND =
is any "OIL" obtained in this "TOO LATE" HOUR? Do not the FOOLISH TRY? Do they not go from "SEA TO SEA SEEKING THE LORD"=do they FIND HIM? "WHEN=IT WILL=BE=TOO=LATE!" COL
412.)

We have a HEAP of FALSE PROPHETS NOW = not only do they promise "CHARACTER"(OIL-TM 234) after Probation CLOSES =
but clear up to the Time when Christ-Messiah comes! OUR UN-
CHALLENGABLE DISCOVERY = when Christ comes and during the 7 Last Plagues = after the "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" get thru
with them = they will be DEAD=DEAD=DEAD! Can you CHANGE
the "CHARACTER" of the DEAD? With RDB=FTW=HEPP=GROTHEER?

-3-
"DEATH...makes NO CHANGE in the CHARACTER. The Coming of Christ does not change our CHARACTERS; it only FIXES them forever beyond ALL CHANGE." T5:466. (And then we have the next Chapter "JOSHUA and the ANGEL"= T5:467. But this is NOT COMPLETE = see "NOTES OF TRAVEL" p.154. RH A5:468. A4:327. ST 2:479. 3:212. SOP 3:194. Look for PAST TENSE = all their SINS were FORGIVEN = PAST TENSE! The Key to it all. Not by FATALISM=FUTILITARIANISM=KARMA).

"CHARACTER cannot be CHANGED when Christ comes, nor just as a man is about to DIE. CHARACTER-BUILDING must be done in this Life...I would make my Brethren ALARMED if I could." TM 430.

"BREAK their spiritual SLUMBER, and AROUSE them to de-cided ACTION...A SPOTLESS CHARACTER...These attainments are more precious than the GOLD of OPHIR." T3:254.

"EVERY EFFORT that tends to the FORMATION of a Christlike CHARACTER, is laying up TREASURE in Heaven." MB 90(134-5.) (And 200 more!)

THE FOOLISH VIRGINS FAIL = because they TRY to obtain CHARACTER(OIL)=in the "TOO LATE!!" Hour: Don't be a FOOL!

"As we near the JUDGMENT, all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made PLAIN to what Company they belong. The sieve is going; let us not say, Stay Thy Hand, O God...the Church must be PURGED, and will be." SG 2:201. T 1:99,100. T5:505,73. COL 419. T7:219. DA 712. TM 46.

THE CRISIS HOUR = when the Soul is Face to Face with DEATH!
"BOTH parties are taken UNAWARES; but ONE was PREPARED... THE=GREAT=FINAL=TEST comes at the Close of human Probation, when it will be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied...FIVE are UNREADY. FIVE will be found SURPRISED=DISMAYED=OUTSIDE the Banquet Hall." COL 412,TM 233-6.

"Step OUT of the common Channel. If you cannot reach the Members of the Churches, do not be discouraged. Take the Work into the HIGHWAYS, and if the SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS of those for whom you Labor will not be PENETRATED(Penetration IMPOSSIBLE. COL 414.) by the Leaven of Truth, GO OUT of the usual round into the BYWAYS...We must go DEEPER into the MINES of TRUTH than we have done." TM 123.

THUS WE MEET the Traditions of men = as we Return to the Truths contained in God's Word. But we must hear it more than ONE TIME - as all School Teachers know = tell it 6 Times = before they hear it ONCE! With that we turn to SCHOOL TEACHERS at SACRAMENTO MEETINGS. How did they Vote?
Our original Plan was to make 3 separate Circles = one Big Black one representing the WORLD in Midnight DARKNESS.

Then the next Circle representing the CHURCH = Which = in the Midnight 'OMEGA' Hour = also goes into MIDNIGHT DARKNESS. "IMPEPTERTABLE."

COL 414.

Then CENTER CIRCLE #(3) = Please color it Fire-Engine RED.

We planned to put them together as we went along = but it did not work out that way. It worked out just as well.

WE CALLED TO THE FRONT:

3 School Teachers = I asked them if they ever saw me before= they said, "No." I asked them if I had talked to them about this before= they shook their Heads...

WE THREW ON THE SCREEN = the ORIGINAL 1846 BROADSIDE. = "TO THE LITTLE REMNANT SCATTERED ABROAD" = 'we asked the Lady Teacher to read it EXACTLY AS SHOWN'.

"Before the throne I saw the Advent people, the church, and the world." 1846 BROADSIDE = Column 5.

You know what it meant to CHANGE the punctuation marks: "Verily I say unto thee, To-day shalt thou be with Me in Paradise." Luke 23:43.

THE 3 TEACHERS GAVE THEIR OPINION = the 1846 ORIGINAL shown on the Screen = was representative of 3 Groups.

(1) THE WORLD. (2) THE CHURCH. (3) THE ADVENT PEOPLE.

[At that Time there was not a single "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENT-IST" alive on Planet Earth. "ADVENT PEOPLE" meant the Wm. MILLER Group from all Faiths. "ADVENT PEOPLE" merely meant any Christians that believed in the "ADVENT" of Christ.]


How was that "FIXED UP" in EW 54? (And this was NOT the: "END OF THE 2300 DAYS." But over 140 Years LATER! It applies NOW! There are 3 Groups NOW!) -5-
Then the Lady Teacher read:

"Before the throne I saw the Advent people - the church and the world." EW 54.

EXACT SAME WORDS = but the CHANGE in PUNCTUATION MARKS, when asked how many Groups are there in this CHANGED text = all 3 Teachers said: "There are two."

NO ONE HAS EVER YET SAID ANY DIFFERENT. Perhaps Chester ANDERSON would like to write in so we can give him: "THE DUNCE CAP OF THE YEAR" AWARD.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

(1) There is a HOLIER people than "THE CHURCH."
(2) Christ has to "MARRY" the CHURCH?
(3) The Church = the 10 VIRGINS = are only the "BRIDES-MAIDS." The BRIDEGROOM does NOT marry the BRIDES-MAIDS.
(4) They were only to LIGHT the WAY = but they fell ASLEEP on the Job. They FAILED in their Mission.
(5) They did NOT = "FINISH=THE=WORK!"
(6) Some one else had to FINISH IT!
(7) WITHOUT THEM = had NO NEED of them!
(8) They PAUSE only long enough for the WISE = if WISE enough = to: "JOIN!" another: "MOVEMENT!" Find those Words = COL 406. GC 464.
(9) Find the "CHURCH"= GC 608. (I should have said"SYNAGOGUE"
(10) THIS is the: "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) the LAODICEANS." If the LAODICEANS gave the: "LOUD CRY!" = that would be a STRAIGHT TESTIMONY: "FROM" the LAODICEANS. But it is not: "FROM" them but: "TO" them. Do we have that straight now?
(11) In order to build up the:"IMAGE"=of that lost "CHURCH"* they ALSO "CHANGED"=the:"SHAKING" chapter in EW 269. No one can Understand it in 1,000 Years = from EW 269. They really did themselves PROUD = when they successfully FOOLED the entire Adventist World = with that one.
(12) The ORIGINAL is RH A1:32. Or take it from T1:179. Much the same with added FOOTNOTES. And here again they took the:"ADVENT PEOPLE!!" or:"THE PEOPLE OF GOD" and MURDERED them = as LITERALLY as the JEWS that CRUCIFIED CHRIST. As in DALLAS TEXAS= they CRUCIFIED the Third Angel's Message and the SANCTUARY TRUTHS = ELLEN WHITE SAID: "CRUCIFIED these Messages, and therefore they have NO KNOWLEDGE of the WAY=INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE, and they cannot be benefited by the INTERCESSION of Jesus there....they offer up their USELESS prayers to...SATAN!" EW 261. -6-
THEY ALSO CRUCIFIED = "THE PEOPLE OF GOD"=(or the "AD-VENT PEOPLE")= by making out that the:"LAODICEANS" are: 
"...mightily SHAKEN...AGONIZING..." Tl:179. EW 269.

There would be no "AGONIZING" among those CASE-HARDENED "LAODICEANS"=how could they? If they are SOUND ASLEEP? And couldn't care less! As to the issues now before us.

AS=AN=EXAMPLE= when LESLIE HARDINGE = GC SESSION = R&H. June 19, 1970 = p.9,10 = gave them:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" 
"THIS IS THE MESSAGE OF THE COURT." 5 Years later = the 2 Davis Letters = HARDINGE REPLIED = this was the FIRST OBJECTION he had received. WILSON rewarded him by making him DEAN of the PHILIPPINE SEMINARY. R&H. Nov.22, 1979. p.17. APOSTASY is REWARDED today. We had them DEFIANTLY bring that Doctrine to our Meetings in SACRAMENTO. Even had it Written out AHEAD=OF=TIME = but NOBODY CARED = until OLGA COMPTON = DR. HENSON = and HOEHN RAISED A QUESTION: "You are out=of=order!"

The man apologized = the woman DID NOT. Thought they had the "RIGHT" to that WILSON=BRINSMHEAD=WRIGHT=HARDINGE= FORD="NEW THEOLOGY!" to our Meetings. "...lulled into a FATAL SECURITY, to be AWAKENED ONLY by the outpouring of the WRATH of God...the HAIL shall sweep away the REFUGE of LIES...the overflowing SCOURGE shall pass through, then shall ye be trodden down by it." GC 562.

"By the cry, "LIBERALITY!"=men are BLINDED...Thus many ERR from the FAITH, and are SEDUCED by the DEVIL."GC 522. (Under the:"SNARES of SATAN.")

ENEMIES:
"The ENEMIES of the Present Truth have been trying to OPEN the Door of the Holy Place, that Jesus has SHUT, and to CLOSE the DOOR of the MOST HOLY PLACE, which He OPENED in 1844, where the ARK is...SATAN is NOW using every device in this SEALING TIME to keep the minds of God's people from the Present Truth and to cause them to WAVER. I saw a COVERING that God was drawing over HIS PEOPLE to PROTECT them in the "TIME OF TROUBLE"; and every soul that was DE-CIDED on the Truth and was Pure in Heart = was to be CO- VERED with the COVERING of the Almighty.

"Satan knew this, and he was at work in mighty POWER to keep the minds of as many people as he possibly could = WAVERING and UNSETTLED on the Truth...SATAN...was at work through MINISTERS...to believe a LIE that they might be DAMNED(Read the next Words for your Life! Now that the whole Church is over to "EXORCISM=TONGUES=HEALINGS=POWER=MIND-CONTROL(MM 94-102,110-117. And don't come to us with any Bleeding Heart "JUDGING" that it is -7-
of little or no Moment if Santee(like Judas)=goes BACK to the Old Synagogue to Hoffmann=Anderson=or some other Apostate Talmudic "Jew"=or go to the Swarm of Andrews Graduates that learned well from Froom=Wilson in their Joint Book = "Movement of Desperation"=p.320-322 where the "Pentecostal=Charismatics" are Way Ahead of Us =

(SEE Paxton p. 83,87,88, and he hit the Bull's Eye = p.65,90. See also p.70,75,96,93,94,99, 100,101,104-6,110 to 112,121-4,120-4,135-6,148.)

Pentecostal Holy=Roller Charismatics are Way Ahead of Us, so said Froom=Wilson p.320-322 and prepared the way to go all out by Heppenstall taking the Lead as Paxton saw in his above References = as he stood looking in Amazement (and delight!)=where the Hepps are taking us. That was 1977 = where are we and Santee = in this year = 1984?

Still Blind? Still Asleep? Still in Midnight Darkness?

And we brush over such things because we KNOW=them=

Personally=so we bend over backwards to judge that it is not all that bad as the Lord says it is. So we judge Him out of order = as we take in the Santees=Hoffmans=Andersons=Saint Hmsr who underwrote it all. We must go to the Common Market Place for their "Oil" and "Power"=since we lost our own. Since we went Officially "Out" of the hand of God = "Out" of the most Holy Place at Dallas, Texas. "Judging" that it does not matter = and we will bow down with them anyway.

"God is displeased with us when we go to listen to error without being obliged to go; for unless He Sends us to those Meetings where error is forced Home to the people by the power of the will, He will not keep us.

The Angels cease their watchful care over us, and we are left to the buffets of the enemy...and the Light around us becomes contaminated with the darkness." EW 125. (See chart p.5. The 3 Circles.)

Outside the most Holy Place.

Are we to have a Paper presented = leading us out of the sanctuary with the "New Theology"=and no one but no one to object until Olga Compton did on the Floor = when she realized this was Predicted by Ellen White and Fritz Al-Seth printed it thousands of times - did it sink Home yet = ?? or are we only dabbling at the truth with our finger-tips? So anxious to have a BIG CROWD? So we drop out own Religion as shown here:

"I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who were praying to Jesus in=the=Holiest, and go and JOIN those before the (Vacated in 1844) Throne, and they=at=once received the unholy influence of Satan!" 1846 broadside.

(Messed up in EW 56.) THIS IS OUR RELIGION! -8-
Christ went INTO the INNER SHRINE - in 1844.

This is in "MY FIRST VISION." EW 13-31. LS 64-68.

The outpouring of the "Little Time of Trouble" = nor the BIG "TIME OF TROUBLE" cannot come until: "JESUS WORK IS FINISHED!" in the Most Holy Place. "THEN Jesus will STEP OUT from between the Father and man... pour out His WRATH on those who have REJECTED His truth." EW 36.

And do WORSE than the Churches of Babylon = they DO NOT make a Point of Worshipping OUT of the Temple in Heaven. Not just the $1,000,000.oo FIRE that hit LLU at the very TIME they gathered the BIGGEST OFFERING in the History of the World = $1,000,000.oo and the Lord gave them a $1,000,000.oo FIRE by which to Celebrate.


"Son of man, cause JERUSALEM to know her ABOMINATIONS... in all thine ABOMINATIONS and they WHOREDOMS... the Daughters of the PHILISTINES, which are ASHAMED of thy lewd way... And they shall burn thine Houses with FIRE!" Ezekiel 16:2,22,27,41.

The Lord is Testing his people NOW! Ever since 1960. When 95% of alleged:"REFORM" went BACK to the SYNAGOGUE under HUDSON=BRINSMED=WRIGT=PESTES=DURST=ROGERS= NAGEL=FRIND="The LIGHT which flames up for a Time = soon dies out = leaving the DARKNESS more dense than before." GC 463.(294-5.)

Is Christ a PHANTOM = that floats IN and OUT of "HOLY PLACES?" What about Coming to the CROSS? Did no Seventh-Day Adventist discover this LIGHT? = "The intercession of Christ in man's behalf IN=THE=SANCTUARY= ABOVE is as essential to the Plan of Salvation as was His death upon the Cross. By His death He BEGAN that Work which AFTER His RESURRECTION He ascended to COMPLETE in Heaven. We must by Faith = ENTER within the Vail, "whither the Forerunner is for us ENTERED." Heb. 6:20. THERE the LIGHT from the CROSS of Calvary is REFLECTED." GC 489. (313-4.)

"THE WRATH OF GOD could not come until Jesus had FINISHED His work in the MOST=HOLY=PLACE, laid off His Priestly attire, and CLOTHED Himself with the Garments of VENGEANCE. (What does He obtain from the Adventist "OUTER COURT"?) THEN Jesus will STEP OUT from between the Father and man... and THEN the 7 LAST PLAGUES... A DECREES went forth..." EW 36. (Why worry about SUNDAY LAWS? The REAL Sunday Law apparently comes when SATAN comes. GC 624. When PROBATION is already OVER for SDA. Their TEST is NOW = in the MIDNIGHT CRY.)
I HAD INTENDED TO GO ON = in this Review=

But I had to go to Town = and I had to have a Rest Period. A PACKAGE FROM ANN DeMICHAEL = I began to read the Contents. In the Order she had put them. My Analysis:

ITEM (1)= "WILL THE REAL GOSPEL PLEASE STAND UP?" By Dennis E. Priebe. We found, in this Trip = an AMAZING number of Writers springing up on every hand. WE=ENCOURAGE=IT. This is a Noble attempt to meet the "NEW THEOLOGY"=the RAVINGS of the Popular Worldly Ministry = all News Outlets shot through with it. THEY are Preaching "THE" Gospel. YOU are to Help "THE" Gospel. Poor SDA! No doubt one of these "BORNED" Adventists = Educated to a Fine Degree = but so Sad = does not have a Clue. STEEPED in Adventist Tradition. I will deal with it. (No Address. These people make me Sick = when they leave no Address. Supposed to be: "HUMILITY.")

ITEM (2)= 8 pages. "AN ANALYSIS OF DANIEL 1,3,4,5 and 6. IN PRESENT + FUTURE APPLICATIONS."

By Bob Jorgensen, Rt. 5, Box 177, Marshall, NC 28753. Again = the evident Result of a "BORNED" Adventist = putting into Print what he learned thru the Years. NO LIGHT WHATEVER. Kintergarten Class. Only thing of Value are some Quotations given p.8. Doubt if I will say any more about this. Not worth it. Just WASTING our TIME.

ITEM (3)= No doubt same Writer. NO ADDRESS = 2 Sheets how many Copies do you want of 23 Papers?

ITEM (4)= Same Writer. "AN EARTHLY APPEAL." Legal Size, one Sheet of Paper = both Sides. A MASTERPIECE! What is WRONG with it? We have to know! This is a PERFECT EXAMPLE of the DIE-HARD LAO-DICEAN ADVENTIST who, I like RIP=VAN=WINKLE = has aroused from a 20 Year SLEEP. And STILL does not know = what it is all about. I intend to quote it all = (Or get Copies from him.) To ANALYZE it. Because this is the HANG=UP of 99 Adventists out of 100. Doubt if anyone has ever Written it Better. WHAT=IS=HIS=FATAL=MISTAKE? And of 3,000,000 others of his CONTEMPORARIES? Just about 100% will follow him. WHAT=IS=THEIR=MISTAKE? After their LONG SLEEP?

It will take some doing to Reply to this. We were made for this Hour. We intend to go into it = AFTER we now turn back to WHAT=HAPPENED=IN=SACRAMENTO=1984? -10-
WE FAILED= to properly EXPLAIN the meaning of "CHURCH." Let the Laodiceans get away with the MYTH that they ONLY have a RIGHT to the TERM!

WE FAILED= to have a proper Talk on HEALTH REFORM. What it Means = and what it DOES=NOT=MEAN.

WE FAILED= to keep DIE-HARD LAODICEANS from taking over the Platform. Some of us DID NOT come past DOZENS of Adventist Churches to hear DIE-HARD PHARISEES EXTOL their PRIDE in their: "CIRCUMCISION"=flaunt their SUPERIORITY in our Face. A RANK INSULT! Did we LACK qualified Speakers that we had to fill the Gap with THEM? This was a RANK mistake.

WE FAILED= in calling them = addressing them as:"BRETHREN" when they let it be known they were OPEN ENemies.

WE FAILED= to Address ourselves to the most Important Subject now = the TRUTHs of the SEALING = the TRUTH of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. We had an AFTER-MEETING where we took it up. We kept this FROM the MEETING = and instead gave the Floor to some who OPENLY INSULTED US = that they were filling in to "HELP" us out - we should have helped them "OUT!"

WE FAILED= to evaluate the DANGERS of URIAH SMITH "TRADITION" that is causing the Loss of MILLIONS of Souls. Who do not know what is COMING.

WE FAILED= to deal on THAT SUBJECT! such things as Adventists REPEATING:"HOLY FLESH!" What is "HOLY FLESH!?" Did ELLEN WHITE say it would come AGAIN? Is it HERE? What is it? See SM 2:....

WE FAILED= only mentioned in Passing = certain Subjects that should have been dealt with IN DEPTH. Such as what do we expect to see when PROBATION IS OVER! What is the SIGN of Adventist PROBATION OVER? Does it matter? What comes BEFORE the "LOUD CRY?" Do Adventists give it? Do they "FINISH" the Work or are THEY "FINISHED!!"

WE FAILED= to appreciate that many sincere Adventists themselves would like to know. ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ FOR ONCE to hear the OTHER SIDE. So they can EVALUATE for themselves. If we did that - the Meetings would be only HALF ATTENDED. Are we after QUANTITY or QUALITY? Is it alright for them to go on - BELIEVING=A=LIE?

SLOGAN FOR TODAY IN HEALTH REFORM: "Do not let your TONGUE DICTATE to your MIND! let your MIND DICTATE to your TONGUE!"
FRITZ ALSETH set up the Over-Head Double-Projector Screen. (I think it was something like a 12 Foot Screen.) BUD COMP-TON sat at the Controls of the Loud-Speakers and Recording. With THANKS to the MANY who pitched in to set every-thing up = including the Chairs and Magnetic Board.

With THANKS to the LADIES under Laveta NICOLICl for the wonderful LUNCHES served SABBATH and SUNDAY. The LADIES came loaded down with HUGE SERVINGS of GOODIES. Some one told them that the Way to a man's Heart is thru his Stom-ach. NO ONE went away Hungry. Some Task to Feed about 250.

WE FED THRU THE OVER-HEAD PROJECTORS =
[It is difficult to Remember exactly as Fritz has the Masters, and we changed them anyway. But this is close enough:] [Some we read without using the Screen:]

(1) PROOF that they CHANGED the Writings. EGW=MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT. 1956 Book by ARTHUR WHITE. p.65,80. (EGW=MR 65,80.) VOP=TAUREST CHEST. 1960. p.62. R&H. July 16,1975. WOODS. p.11. (847.)[Were they BRAGGING or COMPLAINING?]

"33. Whereas, Many of these testimonies were written under the most unfavorable circumstances,[She was chang-ing diapers = stirring the Porridge = washing the Dishes= and WRITING at the same Time!]
"...under the most unfavorable circumstances, the writer being so heavily pressed [With up to 8 Helpers.] with anx-iety and labor to devote critical thought to the gram-matical perfection of the writings, and they were printed in such haste[10 and 12 Years apart!] in such haste as to allow these imperfections to pass uncorrected, and

"WHEREAS...RESOLVED...such verbal CHANGES be made as to remove the above-named IMPERFECTIONS as far as possible, without in any measure changing the thought...appoint a committe of five to take charge of the republication of these volumnes according to the above preambles and reso-lutions." EGW=MR 65.

Although they were doing this LONG BEFORE = they wanted to LEGALIZE it in the GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION = R&H. Nov.27,1883. [Remember that Date. And remember that URIAH SMITH the Arch-Enemy of 1888 = was the HEAD of that COM-MITTEE with WILLIE WHITE as his Right-Hand man. 1888 was the FIRST CHANGED "GREAT CONTROVERSY" and is the reason why they clamped the Lid on what really happened in 1888. The EXPLOSION that took place because of the CHANGED BOOK. And the nefarious Scheming of URIAH SMITH and WEE WILLIE= as Christ had his JUDAS = she also had hers. To COUNTER the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!"
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Since we did not come by CAR = and could not take so many HEAVY BOOKS = you can Check out additional SCHEMING in the ILLEGAL 1971 FROOM=WILSON BOOK = "NEAL C. WILSON, Vice-
President General Conference for the North American Div-
ision. CHAIRMAN of GUIDING COMMITTEE for "MOVEMENT OF DES-

ON THE SCREEN: p.107: "NO MAJOR DOCTRINAL TRUTH or PRO-
PHETIC INTERPRETATION of the Advent Faith was initially
introduced among us through the agency of the SPIRIT OF
PROPHECY." p.115: "Established BEFORE first EGW Vision."
p.131: "Some have ERRONEOUSLY asserted that such teaching
was FIRST set forth by Ellen White, and THEN adopted by
the Brethren = and that, as such, it is actually a "VISION
VIEW." It is REGRETTABLE that such SUPERFICIAL FORAYS into
our early history have sometimes been put forth as FACT,
when the precise OPPOSITE is TRUE." (He had quoted:)

p.105: "When THEY came to the point in THEIR STUDY where
THEY SAID, "We can do NOTHING MORE," the Spirit of the Lord
would come upon ME, I would be taken off in VISION, and a
CLEAR EXPLANATION of the passages we HAD BEEN STUDYING WOULD
BE GIVEN ME...(WHAT FROOM=WILSON WOULD NOT QUOTE:)

"...Thus LIGHT was given that helped US to UNDERSTAND the
Scriptures...was made PLAIN=TO=ME, and I gave to OTHERS the
instruction that the Lord had GIVEN ME.

"DURING=THIS=WHOLE=TIME I could not UNDERSTAND the REA-
SONING of the Brethren.[So how could she O.K. it if she
did not UNDERSTAND their "REASONING!""] [You see how the
Lord worked to PREVENT the VERY THING that FROOM=WILSON
FABRICATED!]

"MY MIND WAS LOCKED"

"...and I could not comprehend the MEANING of the Scrip-
tures WE were STUDYING. This was one of the GREATEST SOR-
ROWS of my Life...The Brethren knew that when not in Vision,
I could not UNDERSTAND these matters, and THEY ACCEPTED as
LIGHT=FROM=HEAVEN the Revelations given...What influence
is it that would lead men at this stage of our History to
work in an UNDERHANDED POWERFUL WAY to TEAR DOWN the FOUN-
DATION (SM 1:205) of our Faith, the FOUNDATION that was
laid at the BEGINNING of our Work...Upon this FOUNDATION
we have been building for the past 50 years. Do you wonder
that when I see the BEGINNING of a WORK that will REMOVE
some of the PILLARS of our Faith, I have something to say?
(Now turn back to SM 1:204-5 to see EXACTLY how in their
"OMEGA" of Apostasy they would "TEAR DOWN!" the very FOUN-
DATION of the Faith. What better way than to make out that
"THEY" were a EVERYTHING and "SHE" was a NOTHING!) -13-
ON THE SCREEN among many other PROOFS that we COULD have shown = we took the ORIGINAL 'PRESENT TRUTH' Series, compiled by JAMES WHITE = since most of you HAVE that 'PRESENT TRUTH' compilation = we Printed 1,000 = there are not many left. 'TRACTS' has put one out = PHYLLIS PORTER, PO Box 774, Veneta, OR 97487. (about $7.00) I hope it is better Print than ours. We looked for 2 Yrs. for some one to Print it = before we did.

We went quickly over pages 1 to 21 = asking the Audience to Notice the "PIONEER'S" and their Message. Had we taken the full 88 pages we would have seen:

JAMES WHITE=BATES=AMERICAN SABBATH TRACT SOCIETY=J.C. BOWLES=OTIS NICHOLS=HARRIS=RHODES=RALPH=HIRAM EDSON=
ADVENT HERALD=WHITING=CAMPBELL=JOHN ANDREWS=HOLLIS=
WM.MILLER=DAVID ARNOLD=HOLT=MARSH=WHITCOMB=COOK=HIMES=
H.S.CASE=CHAMBERLIN=CHURCHILL=HART=BUTLER=HASTINGS=
and what was the PREDOMINANT THEME = before and after p.21 = ??? SABBATH=SABBATH=SABBATH= they seemed to know about NOTHING but the "SABBATH!!" Until she said they were as:"DRY as the Hills of Gilboa!"

THE FIRST THING WRITTEN BY "E.G.WHITE" was the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary = the "SHUT DOOR" to all who REJECT that 'THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE' = and the "SEALING TIME." "I saw that the MYSTERIOUS SIGNS and WONDERS would INCREASE and SPREAD. The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, were NOT Reformations from ERROR to TRUTH; but from BAD to WORSE...if their HEARTS could be seen, they would appear as BLACK as EVER...for the TIME for their SALVATION is PAST." PT 22.RH A1:9. (LEFT OUT OF EW 45. That is to say = the KEY PARTS.)

WE PROVED: The FIRST KEY PARAGRAPH that was the KEY to this VISION and TESTIMONY = plus ALL the Writings to follow = that KEY PARAGRAPH was LEFT OUT = sent to the Dump. The rest of it = split right in HALF = the FIRST PART in EW 42-45. FLIPPED RIGHT AROUND BACKWARDS = the LAST PART in EW 36-38. [Now=try=to=understand=the=SEALING!] NEVER in all the History of the World = was this more IMPORTANT = than RIGHT NOW! [They also LEFT OUT KEY PORTIONS = especially on the same Theme = PT 31-2]

"The Lord has shown me that precious souls are starving, and DYING for want of the present, [1984] SEALING TRUTH, the meat in due Season. [Called:"OUR DUTY in view of the COMING JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" found MISSING in that FIRST KEY PARAGRAPH!] and that the SWIFT MESSENGERS should SPEED on their way, and feed the Flock with the PRESENT (SEALING) TRUTH... -14-
"I heard an Angel say, "SPEED the SWIFT MESSENGERS, speed the Swift Messengers; for the Case of EVERY SOUL will soon be decided, either for LIFE or for DEATH."

(By no stretch of the Imagination could that have been before 1984 = notice also this is no STEADY PASTOR but these are on the MOVE = "SWIFT MESSENGERS!!")

WHY THEY=LEFT=THIS=OUT! "I saw that those who had the MEANS, were required to help SPEED THOSE MESSENGERS, that God had called to labor in His cause, and as they went from PLACE to PLACE, they would be SAFE from the PREVAILING PESTILENCE. But if any went that were NOT sent of God, they would be in danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE; therefore all should earnestly seek for Duty, and BE SURE and move by the direction of the Holy Spirit.

"What we have seen and heard of the PESTILENCE, is but the BEGINNING of what we shall see and hear. [Certainly the following has not come yet.]

"Soon the DEAD AND DYING will be all around us. I saw that some will be so hardened, as to even make sport of the JUDGMENTS OF GOD. [God does not DESTROY!] Then the SLAIN OF THE LORD will be from one End of the Earth, to the other; they will not be LAMENTED = GATHERED = nor BURIED; but their ill savor will come up from the Face of the WHOLE EARTH. THOSE ONLY who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD, will be protected from the Storm of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have rejected the Truth.

IN HOPE, E.G.WHYTE." PT 32. RH AL:11. Jer.8:2. Isa.28:22. IN REPLY TO SEVERAL = who wanted to know about some who EGW spoke of as being 'SEALED' then = (in her Day)=look up: "SEAL" in the CONCORDANCE. "CIRCUMCISION" is a "SEAL." Rom. 4:11. "SEALED" with the "SPIRIT." Eph.1:13. "SEALING" denotes "SECRECY." Isa.8:16. Dan.12:4. Some "SEALED" their Testimony with their "BLOOD." (Did that keep them from DYING?) "The SEAL of the LIVING GOD!" is a Special SEAL = applied ONLY in the Time of the "MARK OF THE BEAST." Both run CONCURRENTLY=TOGETHER=at the same Time.

"OR"

We meant to throw on the Screen = but we forgot = "In every Case the great decision IS=TO=BE=MADE whether we SHALL receive the MARK of the BEAST OR=OR=OR=OR the SEAL of the Living God." T6:130. BC 7:976.

"NOW [1900]=when the great work of judging the LIVING is about to BEGIN." (Same T6:130.) "In 1844...to begin.... The cases of the righteous DEAD have been passing in Review before God. When THAT work shall have been COMPLETED, JUDGMENT is=to=be PRONOUNCED upon the LIVING." SM 1:125.
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SEALING NOT ON:

"Several times during the past Winter [1888-9] I have met the report that, during the Conference at Minneapolis, "Sister White was shown that the JUDGMENT, which since 1844 had been passing upon the righteous DEAD, had now begun upon the LIVING." THIS=REPORT=IS=NOT=TRUE...."WE KNOW NOT how soon it will pass to the Cases of the LIV-ING."...careless hearers reported what they THOUGHT they heard. Thus the matter started." T5:692. 1889.

[The SEALING = the most important Event in the History of the World = if it started in 1844 = if it is such a CASUAL thing as all that = it would mean NOTHING! NOTHING at all! And if only 144,000 would be Sealed from all the World from 1844 to the End = that would make Salvation IMPOSSIBLE! NO=USE=TRYING! Those in SACRAMENTO who propogate that Idea = had to themselves MODIFY it = and FIND=ANOTHER=GROUP! Thus they are RIGHT BACK with the SHEPHERD'S ROD and the OLD CHURCH.[Which they have never really left.]

TIME-SETTERS

And any of these Time-Setters who still try to DEFEND their TIME-SETTING = even if it is 17=20=29 YEARS LATER! Should OVERHAUL their OVERHEATED BEARINGS to REALIZE the many Statements that the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS follow hard on the Heels of the SEALING ANGEL. Any SIGN of it yet? As one Writer in the R&H wrote of recent Date = when the ANGELS that "HOLD!!" the 4 WINDS for the SEALING to be FINISHED = then let those WINDS GO = "ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOOSE ON EARTH!" EW 38. BC 7:967. EW 58,277.

THE BIG WILL ROSS WIND:

A XEROX MACHINE was set up = and it seems the bringers of Error had a Field Day to propogate their ERRORS. The one given the most Circulation was the infamous:"WILL ROSS STATEMENT." Which is NOT a:"WILL ROSS" Statement but is manufactured (on a Regular Basis) by E.A.ROGERS.)

THE ORIGINAL

E.A.ROGERS LETTER from 512 Concord Ave., Boulder, Colo. May 4, 1970 to M. PELCH, 5751 Cherokee Road, Stockton, Calif. ROGERS KNEW WILL ROSS he attended Boulder SDA Church until he passed away around 1945.

WILL ROSS made the alleged WILL ROSS STATEMENT many time to E.A.ROGERS and to BROTHER ELMER JOHNSON = "MANY TIMES." ALLEGED WILL ROSS STATEMENT:

Not made by "WILL ROSS" but written by: ELMER M. JOHN-SON January 15,1946 = after "WILL ROSS" was safely DEAD, and unable to refute it. 38 Years AFTER it was supposed to have happen in 1908.
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Page 17 - Blank
WHITE ESTATE REPLY:
Ross Ferguson, 204 Park Ave., GALT, Calif. Sept. 21, 1970. (Get your own Copy = we will give it in TELE-GRAM STYLE.) (WHO will go out of their Way = to Reprint THE TRUTH? = !!!) But the Delusion is so SWEET. It makes the Laodicean = PROUDER THAN EVER! He is RIGHT and WE are WRONG! [But remember one little thing = there are some, not called a:"CHURCH!"=but a:"SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" Also recorded as:"HIRELING PRIESTS!" just Preaching for "HIRE!" any way that they are PAID. They are also called: "OUR FORMER BRETHREN!" When they fin- ally are DONE in chasing the "OIL-SALESMEN" in the COM- MON MARKET PLACE = and they FINALLY discover = [As most of the World lay DEAD.] That we were Right = after all. They come and lay their Means at our Feet = take it! Give the Last Message! No. Go to ye "RICH" Laodiceans= your MONEY is:"NOT NEEDED!" ". . . and they WORSHIPPED at our FEET." EW 15,30,124. WTF 12. DA 274. GC 148,199, 202,375. TM 126,133. Ev.363. [Some of those last Re- ferences may be to only prove who "ADVENT PARTIES" are.] [NONE of them have the TRUTH.] EW 124.

WHITE ESTATE
Knowing full well = must will decide to FORGET what the WHITE ESTATE replied to Ross Ferguson = we also feel on- ly DISGUST that so MANY fall like a Ton of Bricks for every delightful DELUSION that comes along = and anyone who would:"MEET IT!!" * would be about as Popular as a SKUNK in a Hen-House = so the FEW who are TRUE - give up. And let the Devil take over. REMEMBER ALWAYS = that ERROR is PLEASING=Bewitching=DELIGHTFUL="PEACE + SAFETY." From "DUMB DOGS that will not Bark." T5:211-2.

WEIGH ALL "NEW LIGHT" AS FOLLOWS:
(1) What if it is NOT TRUE? what then?
(2) Does it do any Good to your CHARACTER-BUILDING if you believe or do not believe = in:"3 Days + 3 Nights??
(3) Who does it ELEVATE? YOU = because you know so much? YOUR CHURCH? another Feather in their Cap? Do they NEED it? If they are going to End up as did the JEWS?
(4) Do we have to wait until the GROUND rises up and hits us in the Face - in the EARTHQUAKE?
(5) Will our PROBATION close and we are found hanging on for dear Life = to these DELIGHTFUL DELUSIONS?
(6) Will they seem so DELIGHTFUL = THEN?
(7) We all have to come to our Senses some Time = why not NOW? Why WAIT for the "VOICE OF GOD" HOUR?
(8) When there will be WAILING and pulling of HAIR.
EW 282. GC 656. 
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SOME ONE SHOULD TELL YOU NOW =
the TRUTH about the "VOICE OF GOD" Hour = which is the
only "ARMAGEDDON" there ever was. Which GEORGE McREADY
PRICE brought out, perhaps not in just that many Words=
but was turned THUMBS DOWN! by the FROOM CULT. They and
SAINT HMSR = preferred URIAH SMITH = the Adventist False
Prophet. WHO WAS THE ONE =WHO CHANGED =THE BOOKS =TO =FIT=
HIS CONCOCTIONS. And who would have given ENTHUSIASTIC
ENDORSEMENT to the

WILL ROSS DREAM.

HERE IN ESSENCE IS WHAT THE WHITE ESTATE SAID = but, they,
too = were HANDI-CAPPED in meeting it PROPERLY=because it
FLATTERED and ELEVATED = them. Yet, we cannot deny:
(A) The Year was 1908. Will Ross "OFTEN" walked with EGW.
(B) The Place was:"LOMA LINDA." The Witnesses were:

Sister McInterfer, and Elder D.E. Robinson. That is
as Plain as A=B=C. Who would want to Spoil it?

ONLY TROUBLE IS:

(D) She was 80 Years Old.
(E) She did NOT go for any "WALKS"=certainly NOT all the
way to the Railway Depot.
(F) She "OFTEN" went for Carriage Drives.(From ELMSHAVEN.)
(G) She only made ONE HURRIED Trip to LL=for 10 Days.
(H) SISTER McENTERFER nor BROTHER ROBINSON knew anything
about this WILL ROSS DREAM = neither did they under-
stand that ELLEN WHITE taught any such thing.

(I) THE WHITE ESTATE(ARTHUR WHITE) completely REPUDIATES
this WILL ROSS DREAM = while at the same Time try to
make out what THEY IMAGINE the Fate of the SDA CHURCH=
is. Yet he DOES give ONE reference that we should
consider in Depth. It is SM 1:179.

ARTHUR WHITE = did NOT say was HALF CRAZY = he did NOT
say this was a certain:"JONES"= ARTHUR WHITE did NOT at-
tempt to EXPLAIN this Passage nor add others as salient
to it. So we will go into it Deeper.

(ARTHUR WHITE = did NOT quote all this):

"Dear Brother K (A "JONES."):"

...your mind is so QUICK,
and your tongue so FLUENT...I see your DANGER...express
your ideas on certain points which YOU do not fully com-
prehend yourself, and which, with all your efforts, you
cannot make others comprehend...I saw that your Mind was
at times UNBALANCED from TRYING=VERY=HARD to study into
and explain the MYSTERY OF GODLINESS, which is just as
great a MYSTERY = AFTER your Study and explanations as it
was before...(To the whole AWAKENING and VAN ASPEREN)=

"It is not essential for YOU to KNOW and tell others
all the whys and wherefores as to what....
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"...constitutes the "NEW HEART", or as to the position they can and must reach SO=AS=NEVER=TO=SIN.[Well! This COULD have been to JONES=AFTER=ALL!] You=have=no=such=work=to=do.

"ALL are not constituted alike. CONVERSIONS are not all ALIKE. Jesus impresses the Heart, and the sinner is born again to NEW LIFE. Often souls have been drawn to Christ when there was NO=VIOLENT=CONVICTIONS, no soul rending, no remorseful TERRORS. They LOOKED upon an up-lifted Saviour, they LIVED...and they rose up and FOLLOW-ED HIM. This conversion was genuine, and the religious life was just as decided as was that of others who suf-fered all the AGONY of a VIOLENT PROCESS...

[I thought I should include this as so many are not clear on this Point. LIKE THE PENTECOSTS = they IMAGINE it must be a VIOLENT DEMONSTRATION.]

"You must see this point as I do or you cannot be Saved." AWAY=WITH=THIS=EGOTISM...Teach these things in the SIMP-LEST FORM...Unless your Mind becomes BETTER BALANCED in regard to some things, your course will separate you from the Work, and you will not know at what you STUMBLE. You will advance ideas which you might better NEVER=HAVE=OR-IGINATED...

THE WILL ROSS DREAM

"You will take passages in the Testimonies that speak of the Close of Probation, of the SHAKING among God's peo-ple, and YOU will talk of a coming OUT from this people of a PURER, HOLIER PEOPLE that will ARISE.

[Of 2 Versions of the WILL ROSS DREAM = we printed the most Popular one = "THEN=THE=ADVENTISTS=AROSE..."]

"...a purer, holier people will ARISE. Now all this PLEASERS the ENEMY...Your MIND has been on an unnatural STRAIN for a LONG TIME. You have much Truth, precious Truth, but MINGLED with SUPPOSITIONS. Your EXTREME IDEAS... Should many accept the views you advance, and talk and act upon them, we=will=see=one=of=the=greatest=FANATICAL EXCITEMENTS that has ever been witnessed among Seventh-day Adventists. THIS=IS=WHAT=SATAN=WANTS." SM 1:176-9.

WHAT ARTHUR WHITE DID NOT QUOTE:

"There is a Time of Trouble coming...

There is to be a SHAKING among God's people; but this is NOT the "PRESENT TRUTH" to carry to the Churches. It will be the RESULT of REFUSING the TRUTH presented.

"The ministers should not feel that THEY have some wonderful ADVANCED ideas, and unless all receive these, THEY will be SHAKEN OUT, and a people will ARISE to go FORWARD and UPWARD to the VICTORY..."
"THE DANGER OF SPECULATIVE IDEAS." No Date.

"...and a people will ARISE to go forward and upward to the VICTORY. Satan's object is accomplished just as surely when men run AHEAD of Christ and do the Work He has NEVER entrusted to their hands, as when they remain in the LAODICEAN STATE, lukewarm, feeling RICH and increased with GOODS, and in need of NOTHING. THE TWO CLASSES are equally STUMBLING BLOCKS...something STARTLY=WONDERFUL=ENTRANCING...do not themselves know what they are talking about." SM 2:13.

"...his mind became UNBALANCED, and he had to be placed in the INSANE ASYLUM...One, GARMIRE...He said the Leaders in the Church would=all=Fall through self-exaltation, and ANOTHER CLASS of humble men would come to the FRONT, who would do WONDERFUL THINGS. This man had Daughters who CLAIMED to have VISIONS. THIS=DELUSION=WAS=OPENED=TO=ME...

"Believe them NOT, I have NOT=SENT=THEM!" SM 2:64.

(All this will be VERY, VERY HARD to UNDERSTAND. If you are a Die-Hard LAODICEAN = you will see it one Way. If you DOUBT that this people is all that Holy as they IMAGINE they are = this will be VERY PLAIN! As PLAIN as:)

"The Enemy of souls has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among. Seventh-day Adventists, and that this "REFORMATION" would consist in giving up the Doctrines...Our Religion would be CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION would be established...

(Which we are in no case to: "JOIN!" SM 2:390.)

"BOOKS of a NEW ORDER... (What about the WILL ROSS "STORM") NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of this NEW MOVEMENT...they would place their dependence on HUMAN POWER, which, without God, is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND. (SOP 3:331. BC 6:1069. RH A5:315.and 20 more!) and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure." SM 1:204-5. (THERE we have the WILL ROSS="STORM!")

THE STORM

We could deal with this "STORM" more fully. It is a Trick of the Devil to tell Adventists there will be a "LULL" in the Storm = when the Lord says:[JUST=THE=OPPOSITE!] [It seems the Agents of Satan have to pervert EVERYTHING the Lord has said. I see the MULTITUDES SCREAMING in that Day = because NOBODY=WARNED=THEM! That their "ROTTEN TIMBER" SCOW = will go down with ALL=ON=BOARD! SM 2:128. TM 446.]

"THE STORM OF GOD'S WRATH IS GATHERING!"

"...and when He shall BEGIN to PUNISH the transgressors, there will=be=no=PERIOD=OF=RESPITE=UNTIL=THE=END!" TM 182. "The Refuge of LIES...must be TORN AWAY in order that poor deluded souls may not SLEEP ON to their EVERLASTING RUIN!" (Same.)
"Satan was trying his every Art = to HOLD them WHERE they were, until the SEALING was PAST = until the Covering was drawn over God's people, and they LEFT without a shelter = from the BURNING WRATH of God, in the 7 Last Plagues." EW 44.

WHO IS THE EVIL ONE?
Those who told them to GET OUT at certain SIGNS?
Or those that told them to stay with BARABBAS and the HIGH-PRIEST? The "Holy City" the only place of Safety?
There is no "OMEGA" of Apostasy?

--ON THE SCREEN:
FRITZ ALSETH wanted to show the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 188-9.
And how it was CHANGED in YOUR GC 266. Since the GC was given to show the Destruction of the Sabbatarian City = and this is but a "FAINT SHADOW" of what is Coming on the "HOLY CITY" now = that the "CHURCH" is SYMBOLICALLY the "HOLY CITY" now = was taken OUT of your Book. It seems very fitting that Brother Fritz marked there:
"...in the closing chapter of the book of Revelation:
"I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall ADD unto these things, God shall ADD unto him the PLAGUES that are Written in this book..." Rev.22:18,19. 1884 GC 189.

How can the Destruction of Old Jerusalem = the "7th. HORROR of the World"= how can the Destruction NOW be so much WORSE = that the other was but a:"FAINT SHADOW?"

THEN a certain NUMBER = remained ALIVE = of the 7th.
Day Adventist Church the Prophet wrote:
"THE SEAL OF GOD."

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...The Ancient men...THEY SAY..."He is TOO merciful to visit HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT." Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from...THOSE DUMB DOGS. ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211-2. Series A:153.

"THE SNARES OF SATAN."

We made the Slides showing:"The Snares of Satan." 1884 GC 337 to 340. [LEFT OUT of your GC 518.] How Satan will snare Adventists in the Last Days of Probation. Sorry - this was not shown.(As I remember. Time did not permit. READ it for yourself.)

GREAT CONTROVERSY SERIES

On the Screen = R&H Feb.23,1984 p.3. Where they themselves show a Series of 4 CHANGED "GREAT CONTROVERSIES"= and how will we determine WHICH TEXT TO USE? Simple = "...we believe SCHOLARSHIP must decide." p.3.

-22-
APRIL 2, 1984

This day I woke up 4 A.M. - could not go to Sleep again. Years ago = John RADER came over === he wanted to write a Letter to Dr. John WRIGHT of Canada. Wanted to stay until it was finished. About one Hour he began to chew his Finger-Nails = he "HAD" to go Home and look after something. Came back next Day = said he had set everything to one Side = NOTHING to keep him from finishing this Letter. About 2 Hours later = began to chew his Finger-Nails again = and "HAD" to take off.

Came back next Day = asked me what I did after he left. I said I worked on the Publications. He said you DID? I said, Yes. He said, How long? I replied, 4 Hours.

This A.M. I put in 5 A.M. to 9 A.M. 4 Hours without let-up to Prepare the following, although I also drew up another 4 or 5 Hour Draft = and did not look at it since = this one also - I may not follow = I do not know = but I intend to. But I can only attend this Typewriter HALF the Time I used to do. I must take long periods of Rest. I did not know that I could come to SACRAMENTO = but the first Place we came to was Dr. Jack DOUGLAS, D.C. = who gave me a Chiropractic Adjustment = in the Heart Zone = (Between the Shoulder Blades = that I knew was out for 6 months. (The BOUNCER does not help much in the Upper area.) And so I came back with MORE STAYING POWER = than when I left. Let us see if I can hold to the Following:

Santee

Elder John Nicolici and Elder Dave Bauer = (and some one else) put pressure on Bro. Floyd ARCHER = to relate what he knew about what happened to Santee?

Since quite a number of Adventists have moved in here, both across the Live in the State of WASHINGTON = REPUBLIC=CURLEW=DANVILLE AREA.(You can find this on the Map = SOUTH of GRAND FORKS, CANADA. We are in "SANTEE COUNTRY." Only a little over ½ an hour's Drive from here.)

Brother ARCHER gave a careful and concise Review, but dealing ONLY with the LOCAL affair. (As you can hear on the Tapes.) BUD COMPTON, PO Box 616, N. Highlands, CA 95669. (916) 332-8756.

All seemed to UNITE in the SENTIMENTS EXPRESSED by a number = in a Public "LOVE-FEST" = that he MAY come-back, we should not "JUDGE"= should not "CONDEMN"= should not write him off.

"TRACTS" sent me a Tape = which I took along to Sacramento, but could not use it = because it had NO DATE. "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY"= "CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN CANADA." SANTEE. Was this BEFORE the 2 Tapes = "THE 7 CHURCHES?" or AFTER? I did not find out. -23-
The more we told the MILLER GROUP = to put DATES on their TAPES = the more they stubbornly REFUSED to do it. So they can Fall in the TRAP that some have Fallen in = do not make a DISTINCTION between what JONES and WAGGONER said AFTER 1888. To them it is all the SAME. Just about NOT ONE will EVER QUOTE = what ARTHUR WHITE exposed in the OLSON BOOK = "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" Appendix by ARTHUR WHITE = p.242 to 320.


SM 1:377-380. JONES was going off the Deep-End. 1893. 1891 to 1900. ELLEN WHITE withdrew to AUSTRALIA to let them develop their Talents in AMERICA. BC 10:1411-2.

SM 2:85-95. In this Book = 1958 = ARTHUR WHITE mentions some VAGUE: "LEADING WORKER"=who harangued the Battle Creek Tabernacle for over an Hour = why not take ANNA RICE PHILLIPS as the Prophet to the Church? Her writings had the same "RING" and the same "CONTENT" as the Testimonies.

THE OLSON BOOK =(see Above)=1966 = ARTHUR WHITE had an uncommon stroke of HONESTY = he ADMITTED on p.304 = this was JONES! Since he became ALARMED that he and his Grand-Mother were on the way OUT!

BY THE FROOM=WILSON BOOK "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY"=1971=he really got the SHIVERS = but BEFORE THAT = he saw the Machinations of FROOM=HUDSON in their MASSIVE UNDER-TAKING to bring that alleged:"AWAKENING" to America = 1960. "JONES = JONES = JONES!" "WAGGONER = WAGGONER = WAGGONER!" [Will some one Count the Number of Times = FROOM=WILSON mention "WAGGONER" in that 1971 Book?]

SO ARTHUR WHITE MOVED in 1966 to open a Crack of the Door, to release some SKELETONS to the Light of Day = how JONES and WAGGONER became the GREATEST ENEMIES of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and the SANCTUARY 1844 TRUTHS= there ever was. And BALLINGER only copied them.

JONES

(PAGE Santee!)=In Vision. I saw him [A.T.Jones] under the INFLUENCE of Dr. KELLOGG. Fine threads were being woven around him, till be was being BOUND=HAND=AND=FOOT, and his MIND and SENSES were becoming CAPTIVATED." LETTER 116,1906. "...his PERCEPTIONS were becoming CONFUSED." (SAME). "He was soon in BITTER OPPOSITION to his Brethren, and to the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY...until her LAST MESSAGE to him in 1911."(RIGHT THERE!) ARTHUR WHITE p.306-7.

"...he is now a man DELUDED and DECEIVED. Though CLAIMING to "BELIEVE" the TESTIMONIES = he does=not=believe= them." LETTER 116,1906. OLSON p.308."Heed not his words, for he has REJECTED the PLAINEST LIGHT = and has chosen DARKNESS instead." MS 39,1906. OLSON 308, -24-
BECAUSE ARTHUR WHITE went along with all Adventist Leaders in EXTOLLING the JONES INVOLVEMENT with BALLINGER in "I AM SAVED!" which led to "HOLY FLESH" 1900 = SR. WHITE was UNABLE to slow it up = it went into "LIVING TEMPLE!" in 1903 = which she termed: "ALPHA" of APOSTASY = and ARTHUR WHITE = (Following the lead of his Father - WILLIE WHITE) = with all the LEADERS - THRILLED and ENTRANCED with the "SINLESS" JONES BOOK of 1905 = "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" = is to OUTSHOUT the HOLY ROLLERS - "I AM SINLESS!" See GC 473. "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554 (374) = THEREFORE = ARTHUR WHITE chose to IGNORE almost or totally = anything that ELLEN WHITE said BEFORE 1905. He chose 1906 and after. He probably would have been ASSASSINATED had he EXPOSED the JONES 1905 ABOMINATION. Now we leave that and turn to: ELDER E. J. WAGGONER "LICENSE shall NOT be given to DISORDERLY ELEMENTS to CONTROL the Work at this Time!" Letter 37, 1894. (That included JONES also.) Then ARTHUR WHITE goes on to EXPOSE E.J. WAGGONER = the RED CARPET being rolled out for him from CAMP-MEETING to CAMP-MEETING = until ELLEN WHITE put a heavy Foot DOWN on it = FORNICATION offered from the Pulpit = WAGGONER and his new-found "NURSE" from the BRITISH FIELD: (That FROOM was enthralled with: LEF=MD 200-1.) [NOT in the INDEX!] Jessie F. Moser-Wagggoner. FROOM went to HER! To find out all about: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!"

ELLEN WHITE: "SATAN... hopes to lead you into the MAZES of SPIRITUALISM... THIS WOMAN... BECOMES YOUR GOD." LETTER 231. 1903. [Arthur White CLAIMS this is in MM 100-1. But THERE it is called: W-231-1903.]

To keep Track of these Scoundrels is no easy Task. 1894 he was all took up with what they then called: "SPIRITUAL WIVES!" Both the "ALPHA" and the "OMEGA" will have one thing in Common = "PANTHEISM=SPIRITUALISM=HOLY FLESH=DARKNESS=SENSUALITY=CLAIM TO BE SEALED=SINLESS=HOLY=SOPHISTRY=APOSTASY=CLAIM TO HEAL THE SICK=WORK MIRACLES=UNHOLY SPIRITUAL LOVE=FREE-LOVISM=COUNTERFEIT=FALSE SCIENCE=ALL WERE HOLY=COULD NOT SIN=BEAUTIFULLY CLOTHED THEORIES" = (As I held the Books open I found all this in Ev. 600-2. T8:292-3. SM 2:26-7.) And to Top it off = "The EXALTATION of NATURE as GOD" = ["GOD=DOES=NOT=DESTROY=IT=IS=NATURE!"] = "SATAN... will employ the POWER of MIND=OVER=MIND...[EXORCISM! MIND=CURE=HYPNOTISM."]...PLEASING FABLES...TO ENSNARE...CLOTHE SIN WITH GARMENTS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS... SATAN IS WALKING IN... EVERY CHURCH." T8:294-5. THOSE WHO LIKE IT = WILL, with the Chief of all LIARS say, like ARTHUR WHITE and FROOM=WILSON... -25-
THE DARKNESS OF HELL:

"WAGGONER...continued to believe and advocate the fundamental Seventh-day Adventist teachings to the Day of his Death." FROOM=WILSON BOOK. LEF=MD 526.

[E.J.WAGGONER]"...believed and advocated the fundamental SDA doctrines to the Day of his Death." SDA=BC 10: 1385.

(To prove those Statements for yourself = you can obtain from any SDA "HERITAGE LIBRARY" around the World = XEROX copies for 35¢ to 50¢ a Page = WAGGONER'S LAST CONFESSIONAL found on his Desk the Day he Died. CALLED: "THE CONFESSION OF FAITH." Which we Printed in June 1974. A few Copies left. If you have a 1983 "PACKET" you should find one in there.) The WORST MIXED-UP MIX-MASH you ever laid eyes upon. TOTAL DENIAL of all the 1844 SANC- TUARY TRUTHS. Almost BLASPHEMY to Repeat any of it. A JEW TALKING: "Neither at the CROSS, nor before or since, has there been any new feature introduced,=any CHANGE in the WAY for sinners to approach the Throne of Grace...Also, 25 years ago, these TRUTHS, coupled with the self-evident TRUTH that sin is not an ENTITY but a CONDITION that can exist only IN a person, made it clear to me that it is IMPOSSIBLE that there could be any such thing as the TRANSFERRING of SINS to the SANCTUARY in Heaven, thus DEFINITY that PLACE, and that there could, CONSEQUENTIALY, be no such thing, either in 1844, A.D., or at any other time, as the "CLEANSING OF THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY." "THEN WHAT TOOK PLACE IN 1844?"

"That question puzzled me for many Years; for I had been so thoroughly INDOCTRINATED with the idea of a 2300-year period ending in 1844, that it never occured to be to doubt it. Indeed, I never did doubt it for a moment; but one day the LIGHT dawned upon me, and I saw that that period had NO FOUNDATION WHATEVER, and then of course, I simply dropped it." WAGGONER "CONFESSIONAL" p.15. May 28,1916. ANDREWS UNIVERSITY = HERITAGE ROOM.

---FROOM=WILSON THEMSELVES WROTE:

"ELLEN WHITE WROTE PLAINLY,"Dr. Waggoner was then departing from the Faith in the Doctrine he held regarding SPIRITUAL AFFINITIES" EGW LETTER 224,1908...giving heed to "SEDUCING SPIRITS" and "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS." LETTER 121,1906. LEF=MD 530. 'GREAT PERIL'"..."MAZES OF SPIRITUALISM."'(SAME.) -26-
"WAGGONER... His last public presentation, just before his sudden death, was on Righteousness by Faith. FROM=THIS=HE=HAD=NEVER=VEERED." LEF=MD 530. 1971.

This is the Way of Adventist "SCHOLARSHIP" teach BOTH ways, all THREE. So with the CATHOLIC CHURCH. "THE PAPAL PRINCES" = A History of the Sacred College of Cardinals = Glenn D. Kittler. FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., 153 East 24St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Bearing the NIHIL OBSTAT of the Catholic Church and the IMPRIMATUR of Francis Cardinal Spellman = Arch-Bishop of New York. Aug. 20, 1960. (May be out of Print = try used Book Stores.)

Every Student of Religion owes it to himself and his loved ones to obtain this Book. You never read anything like it in your Life. The BISHOPS are NO GOOD = but their "MESSAGE" was "DIVINE!!!" That is the SAME ARGUMENT found in ADVENTISM. "Arise, Lord, and judge Thy cause. A Wild Boar has invaded Thy vineyard." p.230.

ALL who go by WAGGONER = seem to lose ALL RESPECT for the Most Holy Place. "DOUBT" is "CONTAGIOUS." SM 2:166-7. FROOM, may be RIGHT - after all. WAGGONER did not "VEER" from the Teaching of the Seventh-day Adventist Church!

SANTEE ALSO = admittedly RELAXED = SLUMPED OVER = and GAVE himself to be BRAIN-WASHED and CONTROLLED by those who OPENLY denied the TESTIMONIES for many a Day = ANDERSON=HOFFMAN= [And another Name=SORRY! I spent HOURS looking for it and mis-placed it. Perhaps most of you know the Name anyway.]

The "BIG 3" EXORCISERS of the Adventist Church=hanging on the Tails of the PENTECOSTAL "POWER-POX" CHARISMATICS. HISTORY=IS=BEING=REPEATED. Ellen White ran into it in her Day. Look in the INDEX under "MIND-CONTROL"="MIND-CURE."

THIS IS THE "SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED"="WARNED against in: "EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE will be Blowing. Those who have rendered "SUPREME" Homage to !SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED" will NOT be the LEADERS THEN..."T5:80.

Make no mistake about this. This is NOT speaking of "LEADERS" of the Adventist Church! No way. This is what makes our Work so HARD. If the Adventist thinks there is NO ONE AROUND but HIM and HIS LEADERS = he will not Understand these Writings until he is in the middle of the 7 Last Plagues. To get that SUPERSTITION OUT of your Mind = there is a Simple REMEDY. It is called: "BELIEVE!"

BELIEVE Ellen White when she wrote entire Books where the NAME = "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" does not appear. GC=PP=PK=DA=SC=MB=COL=and if you can find the Name in ONE of these Books= we can find TWO MORE = where it is NOT! -27-
BELIEVE the BIBLE! BELIEVE there is a:"MIDNIGHT HOUR!" BELIEVE the LAST CHURCH is in:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" BELIEVE that DARKNESS is so DENSE = it is:"IMPENETRABLE!" BELIEVE this is all in Matt.25:... BELIEVE it is enlarged upon in COL 406.... BELIEVE the Church is in the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." If you do not BELIEVE it = you will NOT be SEALED.

YOU CAN JUST FORGET that the Laodicean Leaders tell you about the LAW and the CHURCHES COMING = to "ENFORCE" the SUNDAY LAW! The TEST for ADVENTISTS is NOT = "SUNDAY LAW!" "SUNDAY LAW"=comes when SDA PROBATION is ALL OVER! T9:97. ADVENTISTS will be "TESTED" on:


[3] AND RIGHT THERE IT READS:

[In this "SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER:] "The ABOMINATIONS for which the FAITHFUL ONES were Sighing and Crying[about.]" T5:211. Do so "ALOUD!!!" and "SPARE NOT!!" SPARE NOT YOUR JOB = your REPUTATION = your MEMBERSHIP = your INFLUENCE = your PREACHER = your CHURCH = your PRESIDENT = are they above GOD? "A LIE, BELIEVED, PRACTICED, becomes a TRUTH = to THEM...They EXALT themselves as men of SUPERIOR JUDGMENT...THESE=ARE=FALSE=GODS." TM 364.Series A:179.

"They look for a GOD = in HUMANITY!" TM 365.(180.) "...taking their Counsel as THE=VOICE=OF=GOD...SATAN WILL WORK THROUGH THEM!" TM 374.(303.)

"Is the PRESIDENT of the General Conference to be the GOD of the people?..."CEASE ye from MAN!" TM 375-6."...to make FLESH our arm. A CURSE is pronounced upon all who do this." TM 367.(186.) "...it is TIME to call a HALT!" TM 360.

"There is CHEAP = VERY CHEAP FODDER placed before the people." TM 337. "They thought they knew so much = that they became FOOLS!" TM 334.(276.) "COMPANIONS OF DEMONS!"335. "...in OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. RH A5:263. "MANY!"(SAME.)

HOW MANY IS "MANY="

"ALL IS PEACE and SAFETY." THEN it is that SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH." TM 407.(328.) "INDIVIDUALLY, we are to Work out our OWN SALVATION with FEAR and TREMBLING... God calls upon EACH ONE..." TM 386.(309.)

"LOOK NOT TO MEN in high positions of responsibility... FOR=THEY=ARE=THE=VERY=MEN who are in DANGER!" TM 380. 
"Call upon ME...." TM 380. "Where is our strength? Is it in MEN...?" TM 381. "SATAN will work through THEM!" TM 374.(303.) YOU=REALLY=DO=NOT=KNOW=THE=TEACHING=OF=THE="SPIRIT=OF=PROPHECY"=do you?  -28-

But there is ANOTHER great Truth: if you look at "PEOPLE" at their BEST = as Friends = as Neighbors = as Relatives = as Church-Members = as "Believers"= "For a Time there was seen = NO=DIFFERENCE between them!" COL 408.

Then we will be SHOCKED! = in the "CRISIS" Hour = when at last = the DIFFERENCE will be seen. In Fact - the FOOLISH will SEE it THEMSELVES. Before being: "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH." COL 412. Neither WISE nor FOOLISH = realize the DIFFERENCE. Why do they not realize the Difference?

THERE IS NO HOPE = for those so BLINDED by the Devil = they Bow to him OUTSIDE the Most Holy Place SANCTUARY TRUTHS. If you want to be so LIBERAL = as to deny EW 56, 261,32,48,251,253,279,281-2. Let it be = your own FUNERAL. Do not try to DRAG others with you, as shown in EW 69,78. REMEMBER THIS:

The Disciples were with Christ for 3½ years. They were Preaching, even Healing already. When He said there is a DECEIVER in their midst = did they all turn and point to JUDAS? No. Not one. They rather said:"Is it I?" = They did not LIKE to point to JUDAS - neither did they want to= at SACRAMENTO - 1984.

If they did not want to do as the Disciples SHOULD HAVE! They SHOULD HAVE KNOWN = Judas forever ambitious for a NAME and to be in the LEADERSHIP = turned the Heads of ALL=THE=DISCIPLES = with the Glorious entrancing Picture of them being VICTORIOUS! Not a single one of them so much as DREAMED - that their "MOVEMENT" would go down in DEFEAT! EVERY=ONE=OF=THEM would be MARTYRED by the "CHURCH" that JUDAS=WENT=BACK=TO! [As did Santee.]

AS THIS HISTORY IS TO BE REPEATED = the Sabbatarian Church will AGAIN = "CRUCIFY!" the MESSAGE and the MESSENGERS = EW 261.(Look for that Word = "CRUCIFY!") "But the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who are HONEST = will LEAVE the Fallen Churches, and take their Stand with the REMNANT!" EW 261. SG 1:171-2,190-1.

AS WE NEAR THE END = expect those: "IN THE BATTLE(in the "CRISIS")= "IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD. I was pointed to those who "CLAIM" to be "ADVENTISTS", but who REJECT the "PRESENT TRUTH", and saw that they were CRUMBLING...in the GATHERING (SEALING!) TIME." EW 69. -29-
due to their MASSIVE TEACHING of: "I AM SAVED!" by "FAITH ALONE!" = "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" = "I AM SINLESS!" = all in the "COUNTERFEIT" Chapter = GC 464 to 473. READ it for your LIFE! Bring it up when Meeting with others.

OR ELSE = "Slander those who BELIEVE and TEACH the TRUTH and would ATTACK their CHARACTERS!" EW 69, 70. When we presented UNQUESTIONABLE PROOF of the CHANGING of the BOOKS on the SLIDES at SACRAMENTO = EVENING MEETING = March 24, 1984 = (Sabbath night) = Chester ANDERSON, when he had NOTHING ELSE TO SAY = put his Horn in = "STUDY for YOURSELF!" We replied to him: "You have been doing a good Job here throughout these Meetings = I HOPE THEY PAY YOU REAL GOOD!" His face was Red. The Audience enjoyed it.

THE NERVE! of coming to Meetings = as the PHARISEES followed the DISCIPLES AROUND - everywhere they went. We did not come to Meetings = going past DOZENS of LAODICEAN CHURCHES = to hear the QUACKING = "WE=ARE=FAITHFUL SDA!" IN=OTHER=WORDS: "We=do=not=believe=a=Word=you=say!"

Will these LAODICEAN ZEALOTS = and PAID HIRELINGS = to come back to the Laodiceans to be heartily CONGRATULATED for the GOOD and NOBLE work they did = will these same ZEALOTS = stand up in ANY SDA CHURCH = AFTER some of the 'NEW THEOLOGY' ABOMINATIONS they hear = by the: "MANY... in=our=Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands = KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409.

Will the CHESTER ANDERSONS repeat THAT after hearing: "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are=in=the=CHURCH!" T5: 210, 166, 240. (And 100 more!) Will the CHESTER ANDERSONS of LODI, CALIFORNIA = REPEAT such a "SOLEMN ADMONITION" as they did in SACRAMENTO = when they could find NOTHING ELSE TO SAY? "And as NEARLY ALL around us are being ENVELOPED in the THICK DARKNESS of ERROR and DELUSION, it becomes us to SHAKE-OFF = STUPIDITY!" EW 104. "...the people of God are STUPID!" EW 48, 111, 113, 119, 247.

SO STUPID = they do not know the DOCTRINES of the COUNTERFEIT listed and catalogued just BEFORE a TRUE 'MOVEMENT=SHALL=COME!' GC 464 to 473. [Not the slightest Doubt' in the World = Chester Anderson would say NOTHING = at RED-WOOD RETREAT if he heard TOM VAN ASPEREN spouting off at how "SAVED!" and "SEALED!" and "SINLESS!" he was.]

"'The GREATER the DISTANCE between himself and Christ = the more RIGHTEOUS he appears = in his own eyes!' GC 473. "I=AM=HOLIER=THAN=THOU! DO=YOU=NOT=SEE...2" [Sorry, Charlie, we do not SEE!] TM 356. -30-
SORRY, CHARLIE! WE SEE:
"There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a Tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS", even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of MEN, as the Bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the Web a Tissue of LIES. This IMAGINARY "FOOD" that is being prepared for the Flock, will cause SPIRITUAL CONSUMPTION=DECLINE=and DEATH!" RH A4: 257,311. Jan.22,1901 = repeated June 18,1901. TM:337,455. T6:132. Brisbin Book 22. (Out of Print.)

[Do we need Die-Hard Laodicean "CATHOLICS"=who PRIDE themselves at how "FAITHFUL" they are = no matter how "DEFEC-TIVE" they may be! We proved = again and again = that was NOT written by ELLEN WHITE. And suppose it was = WHO is the "CHURCH" there spoken of = in TM 15? Was there ONE at SACRAMENTO that addressed themselves to that QUESTION? Was there ONE who PROVED = that FAKE TESTIMONY in TM 15 was NOT in the ORIGINAL SERIES "A" p.143. RH A2:263. ARA 432. T5:136. INTERESTED IN THE TRUTH OF TM 15? Turn the Page = THERE you will find THE=BIG=ONE! "The SYNAGOGUE of SATAN!" Rev.3:9. Also called:"CHURCH!" TM 16.

We did not need to Fall over BACKWARDS and APOLOGIZE for 'HURTING' some precious "FEELINGS" because for ONCE in their MISERABLE LIFE = they heard the TRUTH of the great WHORE = JEZEBEL=LAODICEA. [THIS is the "ELIJAH MESSAGE"= we do not apologize to JEZEBEL=LAODICEA and her LOVER-BOYS of the GROVES. Who MIX with and love the WORLD.]

[Let's put this in proper perspective = these young "BORN-ED" Adventists = trained since knee-high to a Grass-hop- per = that THEY have the "RIGHT" to insult us = we are: "PURPLE-HEADS" = (See FROOM=WILSON LEP=MD 489,543,568-9.) From PULPIT after PULPIT after PULPIT = they SLAM these INSULTS at us = and if they get these SAME "NAMES" BACK! They cannot for the Life of them = UNDERSTAND IT! Why, this CANNOT BE ALLOWED! we ONLY have the RIGHT to CHARAC-TER ASSASSINATION! Doesn't everyone know that?]

Now that the BIGGEST CHURCH = is OUTSIDE of the CHURCH = and if the BIGGEST CHURCH is the one we are to Worship = we may now find out WHO "THE REMNANT" are! "For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of THEM = are DESTROYED!...for every one is a HYPOCRITE!... And it shall come to pass in that Day, that the REMNANT of ISRAEL, and such as are ESCAPED of the House of Jacob... the REMNANT shall RETURN...yet a REMNANT of them shall RE-TURN...THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL...from the 4 Corners of the Earth." Isa.9:16,17. 10:20,21,22. 11:11,12. 37:31. 65:5. 56:8. Jer.8:2. 11:23. Psa.147:2. RH A6:186. A5:398. Eze.6:...
The "JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES" are "OFFSHOOTS" of Adventism. The "HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG" people are "OFFSHOOTS" of Adventism. (Perhaps, some Day = I should TELL you about THAT!) THEY PUT OUT MAGAZINES = "THE PLAIN TRUTH" = 6,545,000. [Free!]
"THE WATCHTOWER" = 10,200,000. [$3.50 a Year. 20¢ each.]
"THE AWAKE!" = 8,900,000. [$3.50 a Year. 20¢ each.]
Total = 25,645,000.

WILSON = uniting the 2 most popular Adventist Magazines = and putting on the Biggest Drive in Adventist History = STRIVING DESPERATELY by APPEALING through all Adventist News Media = putting all Ministers and Workers throughout the Denomination to Work = to TRY to reach 1,000,000! [From a measly 350,000 and 135,000!] [And their Subscription Rate is: "ONLY" $6.50! Big Deal!]

And what about the CONTENTS? You will find NO "EASTER" = NO "CHRISTMAS" = NO WAR-MONGERING = in these: "OFFSHOOTS" Magazines! No Way! They are not that CHEAP!

And then FROOM=WILSON write in their Joint-Book = these: "DETRACTORS=CRITICS=APOSTATES=DISGRUNTLED=DISAFFECTED=TANGENT GROUPS!="ALL=ULTIMATELY=COME=TO=NAUGHT=WITOUT=EXCEPTION!" LEF=MD 543. 1971. (Repeated in a recent R&H. by WILSON.) "REFUSE & HEROD." 1,000,000 = IF they can make it! Against 25½ MILLION! So they ALL came to "NAUGHT!" If there are BIGGER and BETTER LIARS = Adventists will invent them. As they SELL OUT to the other Churches.
FIRST = the BILLY GRAHAM METHOD =
NEXT = the BILLY GRAHAM DOCTRINE!
GOING to the Popular Market-Place to buy "OIL!"

And when they finally realize the MISTAKE they made = after going from HOLY SEE to WASHINGTON, D.C. = they will find the DOOR is:"SHUT!" "When the FOOLISH VIRGINS reached the BANQUETING HALL..."I KNOW YOU NOT!" They were "LEFT!" = standing without, in the EMPTY STREET, in the BLACKNESS of the Night." COL 406.

FOOLISH LAODICEAN VIRGINS!

"SHOW that you believe that you are not HALF (T5:83) with Christ and HALF with the World. OF ALL SUCH CHRIST SAYS:
"...I will Spew thee OUT!..."SATAN has come IN with his specious Temptations, and has led the professed followers of Christ AWAY from their Leader, classing them with the FOOLISH VIRGINS." TM 130,126,445-7.

"The Coming of Christ does not CHANGE the FOOLISH VIRGINS into WISE ONES...The State of THE CHURCH = represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS, is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE...These "PROFESSORS" of Religion "CLAIM" to "KEEP" the LAW of God = but they DO=NOT=KEEP=IT!"
"Since the Time of the MINNEAPOLIS Meeting, I have seen the State of the Laodicean Church as NEVER=BEFORE..LIKE=THE=JEWs, many have closed their eyes = lest they should SEE.."
WHO WANTS TO BE "LAST"=?
WHO WANTS TO BE "FOOLISH"=?
WHO WANTS TO BE "LOST"=?
"It is not FAITH = it is PRESUMPTION!" GC 472.
WHO WANTS TO BE A "LAODICEAN"=?

Some can come to us: "AS AN ANGEL OF LIGHT"=as SATAN came to Christ. Can you believe this:
CHRIST, the CREATOR of the UNIVERSE = did=not=recognize=SATAN! "In the Wilderness of Temptation...It was by his WORDS, NOT by his APPEARANCE, that the Saviour RECOGNIZED the ENEMY." RH A5:528. July 22,1909. "In quoting the Scrip-
tures, SATAN=LEFT=OUT=WORDS!" (SAME.)

ADVENTISTS CHANGED THE BOOKS - they also LEFT=OUT=
WORDS! They even left out WHOLE PAGES! On the:"SNARES OF
SATAN!!" they left out 4 pages in a Row. 1884 GC 337 to 340.
OUT of GC = I believe it was 22 pages. THE WHOLE ATTEMPT =
was to Sell the Idea that THEY were:"GOING THRU!!" Nice people
They want, us, too = to 'LEAVE=OUT=WORDS!!' It is 'TREASON'
to REPEAT = what THEY=LEFT=OUT!

"JEREMIAH REPROVES ISRAEL."
ON PENALTY OF DEATH! did an Ambassador of the King = DARE
to leave out WORDS? Do YOU leave out Words? JEREMIAH was
commanded to speak = "DIMINISHING=NOT=A=WORD!" T4:165.
[Will you allow us to do that?] Or will you rise up in
FURY! As did KING JEHIOIAKIM as one of the Royal attend-
ants read from the ROLL of JEREMIAH'S "REPROOF."

"IN A FRENZY OF RAGE!" The King took a Penknife = cut
the ROLL to pieces = and fed it to the Flames. Did the
Adventists think they could STOP the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS"
when they did that with the:"SERIES B?!"= JEREMIAH re-wrote
it and added MORE! PK 432-439. THIS HISTORY IS NOW REPEATED.
As "HEALTH RESEARCH", MOKEUMNE HILL, CA = reprinted the
ORIGINAL 1884 GC for KLACENA FERGUSON = 1964.

He started Printing about $100.oo worth of "VERBOTEN" Books = until ARTHUR WHITE came and THREATENED him = quick-
ly followed by a LAW SUIT. HE WON. = but he LOST! He WON
the LAW-SUIT = but he LOST = $30,000.oo. His PRINTING he
then turned over to "LEAVES"=PO Box. 440, PAYSON, AZ. 85541.

JOHN NICOLICI told us at SACRAMENTO = how his Group
were PREVENTED by a Battery of LAWYERS = from obtaining
some of the Books. NICE PEOPLE. [DEFIANTLY thinking, like
the JEWS of Old = that THEY ONLY have the RIGHT = to the
HOLY ORACLES. DRAW THE SWORD = to PROVE IT!] -33-
TO URIAH SMITH and WEE WILLIE WHITE = CHANGING THE BOOKS?
With every ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" put out by
Dr. WILBORNE of "HEALTH RESEARCH"—he printed and put out
the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY = "FOREWORD."

Sr. HAWORTH wanted a Copy to Re-print this "FOREWORD" but due to the Influence of Charlotte HOLMES and young
CUNNINGHAM = they SQUASHED it.

NOW FRITZ ALSETH volunteers to have Betty STAHLMAN do
the Secretarial work necessary to RE-DO it. On page 2 we find:
1883- "...such verbal CHANGES be made..." [General Confer-
ence Committee of 5.] [How much LATER is it to:]
1905 = (EGW) = "Not a WORD is CHANGED or DENIED!" B7:57.
1905 = (EGW) = "I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that
which I have sent out." R&H Jan. 26, 1905. (A5:110.)

SINCE THAT 1964 "FOREWORD"—we have found over a DOZEN
MORE DENIALS by EGW = that she was AUTHORIZED by the Lord,
to CHANGE=HER=BOOKS. Did any Adventist Minister who sat
in the SEMINARY listening to FROOM=ANDERSON=did NONE of
them raise the Question = IF=THE=LORD directed the CHANG-
ING of the Books = WHY did SHE not do it = with her up
to 8 "HELPERS?" Why did WEE WILLIE have to SNEAK OFF =
to do it with URIAH SMITH? And EVERYONE now knows it a-
round the World = what an unholy MESS they made with their
STUPID "HISTORICAL" REFERENCES that are NOT FOUND in the
1884 ORIGINAL. NO. We do NOT believe THEM! We believe HER:

"The past 50 years have not dimmed ONE JOT...NOT=A=WORD
is CHANGED or DENIED...Those who are willing to have the
straight, plain MESSAGES of God CONSUMED, to get them
OUT=OF=THEIR=SIGHT, will only give INCREASED PUBLICITY
TO, and confirmation of, the MESSAGES that they dismissed
or repulsed...that is NOT THE END of the MESSAGE by any
means...Many indeed will not UNDERSTAND = but will STUM-
BLE at the Words contained in the Roll." SERIES "B" =
Health Research Edition pp.202-3. (Now from "LEAVES.")
[Since that 1964 "FOREWORD" we have: RH A5:109,110,231-

WE ONLY EXPECT THE HONEST = to Believe this:
"I dare not WITHHOLD ONE WORD...and I CANNOT, if I would,
RECALL=ONE=SENTENCE!" MS 22,1890. EGW=MR 14.

THE OTHER KIND = will go on = BELIEVING their LEADERS:
"I know that MANY think FAR TOO FAVORABLY of the present
Time. THESE...will be engulfed in the GENERAL RUIN."
T5:80. 1882. -34-
WE REJOICE! That we could come to SACRAMENTO to tell you this Truth.

WE REJOICE! That Fritz Alseth and Bud Compton set up the Screen = so you could SEE it with your own Eyes. [And again we Thank their willing Helpers.]

WE REJOICE! That CHESTER ANDERSON made himself look like A FOOL! With his FAULT FINDING of ELLEN WHITE = in order to stand by his "OMEGA" Leaders - as did SANTEE. "BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND!"

BEFORE we Fall in the Laodicean DITCH with them - let us look at SANTEE

And while we are looking at SANTEE = let him fade = OUT of our Sight. For he faded out of his Sight. He let ROY A. ANDERSON = HOFFMAN = (and the other one) TAKE OVER. WHO=ARE=THESE=PEOPLE? AS HISTORIANS WE FIND:

(We should re-write what we wrote at that Time. We are prone to forget to realize = the "KIDS" that were 5 Years Old at that Time = and are now GROWN UP and have 5 Year Olds of their own = now come on the Scene = more and more= and tell us they do not have the faintest Idea of what we are Talking about. So we should Re-print:)

THE YEAR= they bought that:"NEW YORK CENTER"="RUSHED" it at an outrageous Price ="TO COMPLETION"=for BILLY GRAHAM to train 1,000 or 1,500 "USHERS"=[including Seventh-day Adventist Ministers as:"USHERS!"] to SALAAM LOW before the "POPE" of Protestant's feet = to offer all the Facilities of the Adventist Church = (INCLUDING BILLY GRAHAM'S "I AM SAVED!" TRACTS ADVERTISED in "THESE TIMES"=address and all, WHERE to get the "GOSPEL"=of "I AM SAVED!"=from Brother Billy.) and Seventh-day Adventist Ministers, including ROY A. ANDERSON = Head of the Ministerial Association = to bemoan themselves = when Brother Babylon Graham would make an Altar Call = RAA and the others = would BOW DOWN and tell them to go: "TO THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE!"

Some one wrote to me, they nearly fell out of their Chair = when they heard Saint HMSC do the SAME = paid for with your Tithe and Offerings = HMSC: "GO TO THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE!" "WE HOLD IN HIGH ESTEEM the Christian men and women of OTHER COMMUNIONS who are engaged in winning souls to Christ!" QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES 626.

(They told me I could not do it = I did it once before and am trying it again. BY MISTAKE I put p.35 together with another PUBLICATION = and so am trying to cut them apart and join them together with 2 inch SCOTCH TAPE. If it does not work - will have to do it over again.)

(I gave you that CLOUD of References = whether or not the Leaders of this Church = believe the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = at all! When they cut their own Throats = by telling us the "HOLY HELL PRIESTS" are:"WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST"=so therefore we tell them to go to the Church of your:"CHOICE!" 751,000 did that under PIERSON-WILSON=1970 to 1980. By this Time OVER 1,000,000 WENT OUT = so they DESPERATELY have to try to fill their EMPTY SEATS. We may as well pause here to DOCUMENT THAT POINT;)

THEIR OWN FIGURES:

R&H. July 14, 1975. PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE.
N.R.DOWER= "Mr. CHAIRMAN, I think it would be help-ful to indicate that the 395,000 who APOSTATIZED or were DISFELLOWSHIPPED from the Church during the past 5 Years were NOT those who were necessarily BAPTIZED during that 5-Year period...SOME RECENT STUDIES have indicated...have been in the Church for anywhere from 8 to 10 Years, on=an=average...we are losing far too many." p.7(811).

R&H. Dec. 7, 1978. This, and many other Reports = they are WINNING them = NOT among the WHITES = but the Church is going BLACK = or COLORED. "INTER-AMERICA" and AFRICA.

R&H. Apr. 21, 1980. THE DAY IN DALLAS. DeWITT WILLIAMS= "R.E.TURNER...there have been MORE than 400,000 APOS-TASIES in our Church since the last General Conference session, in VIENNA." p.7(447).

(T) WAS WRONG = when I have been saying = over 751,000 in the 10-Year Period = 1970 to 1980. THE REAL FIGURES ARE = over 795,000 in the 10-Year period = 1970 to 1980.)--

AT THE SAME RATE = by this Time = well over 1,000,000.
I have been saying = over 1,000,000 under the PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATION. But that is also Wrong. I am not sure when PIERSON STARTED = but it must be = NOT 1,000,000 but more like 1½ MILLION. Left the Church.

While you are Checking into this = you might also see what appears to be CONFUSED FIGURES:

R&H. Apr. 23, 1980. N.R.DOWER= (NOT going by the 5-Year figures.) "...356,000."

R&H. Nov. 12, 1981. DON YOST REPORT. "During the 5-Year period 1976-1980, the church wrote off or disfellow-shipped 369,253 people." p.7(107).-

Then there were some other Reports = in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = that I am unable to locate at the Moment. I intend to use the Figure = 10 Years = 795,000. -36-
YOU DO NOT LIKE TO GO BACK IN ADVENTIST HISTORY?
You have not yet made the CONNECTION between the DIVINE PREDICTIONS = (200 of them) = where ELLEN WHITE SAID = what they will do? Let's follow it: ------------------------
NEW YORK CENTER = RAA all out for BILLY BABYLON.
1914=as they did for KIAUSER BILL = going to RULE the WORLD!
1939=all out for CATHOLIC HITLER = going to RULE the WORLD!
1955=all out for BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = they are the HEAD!
1957=the "I AM SAVED!" QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK. p.105, 118-9,349,350. In "UNITY!!" with EVANGELICALISM!
1962=RAA=HMSR=(Bosom Pals-stick together to the Bitter END!)
CRAWL on the PENTECOSTAL HOLY-ROLLER PLATFORM = the SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR "VOICE" SHOW. GET=THE=POWER!
1971=FROM=WILSON BOOK = their "THRU'T!"=as the T8:250 HARLOT prepares herself for the BIG BARNUM SPECIAL!
1973=the 3-Ring Circus! A=B=C.(A)ADVENTISTS. (B)BILLY GRAHAM HORDES.(C)CATHOLICS in the Fall. 3-fold UNION.
EGW PREDICTED IT ALL="So APOSTASY in the Church will prepare the Way for the IMAGE to the BEAST...UNITING...
IN COMMON!" GC 444-5. 1884 GC 278.
"FORMING a BOND of UNITY. Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT = and as stated in Revelation, "a cage of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265. RH A3:233.
"IN THE CLOSING WORK...DARKNESS, like the PALL of DEATH... but in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL, the God of Elijah will raise up...a MESSAGE that will not be silenced...the Voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.(Take it from ORIGINAL RH A6:382.) T3:259, 452. T7:27. SOP 3:436. GC 155,390. AA 387, SOP 2:49,74,341.

RAA SUMMARY:
Every AMBITIOUS PROJECT = RAA was behind it. Are the RUMOURS TRUE? That he belonged to the "BRITISH FABIAN SOCIETY" with FROOM=NICHOLS=HMSR? That they engineered the "AWAKEN-ING"=1960. That took 95% of "REFORM." Via HUDSON. They had the FROOM=ANDERSON=RICHARDS=JONES=WAGGONER=BALLENGER=DOGMAS.
OUTSIDE the MHP. "NO EFFORT!!" (The Doctrine of SATAN in Heaven! GC 669. DA 604. EW 270. TI:180-1.)
HEPPENSTALL took over with "NO CHARACTER" till Christ-Messiah comes! RDB=FTW fell for that = 1972. Now in charge of ANDREWS. From where PENTECOSTALISM that RAA started in SEATTLE = 1962 with the "VOICE"=CHARISMATICS. PAXTON EXPOSED FROM=WILSON went over to HOLY ROLLERISM as BALLANGER did in "HOLY FLESH." PAXTON SAID = p.65,69,74,75,95. He said see LEF=MD 320-322. NOW=TAKING=OFF=ALL=OVER=THE=SDA= WORLD! Chief SPOKESMEN= ROY A. ANDERSON = HOFFMAN = and the other. THE BIG THREE! -37-
NOW MAKING IT THEIR CHIEF BUSINESS TO: "EXORCISE DEMONS!"
And here is where we come back to:

SANTEE

Just ONE of their MANY VICTIMS. As Elder BAUER said on a Tape = DEMONS OUT? OR DEMONS IN? And how "INNOCENT" is it? If we do nothing else in this Paper = let's look into it:

"MIND-CURE? MIND=CONTROL."

"NOT=ONE=THREAD=OF=PANTHEISM is to be drawn into the Web. SENSUALITY, ruinous to Soul and Body, is ALWAYS the RESULT of drawing these THREADS into the Web."M-249-1903. MM 98. "OF=YOUR=OWN=SELVES shall men arise...This will SURELY be seen among the people of God...The MORAL SIGHT of these men is DISEASED...they think themselves TOO WISE to ERR...will accept one DELUSION after the other until their SENSES are PERVERTED." MM 98.

"MANY [in Laodicean Pulpits. TM 409.] "MANY shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS...HYPNOTISM! He begins to exert his POWER over them as SOON as they BEGIN TO INVESTIGATE HIS THEORIES." MM 101-2. W-123-1904.

"THOSE who are CHARMED with them NOW, or give them the LEAST COUNTENANCE NOW = will be READY to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the Devil THEN...he will cause FIRE to come down...He is to work MIRACLES; and this WONDERFUL, MIRACLE-WORKING POWER is to sweep in the WHOLE WORLD." SM 2'51. T5:698. FCE 471-2.

"There is to be among God's people NO SPIRITUAL STUPIDITY...EVIL SPIRITS WILL WORK MIRACLES...These works of APPARENT HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO=THE=TEST!" SM 2:53,49-51. T1:302. TM 411. 1884 GC 411.

"Those who look for MIRACLES as a SIGN of DIVINE GUIDANCE are in grave danger of Deception. It is stated in the Word that the Enemy will work through his agents who have DEPARTED from the Faith, and THEY will seemingly work "MIRACLES", even to the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven in the sight of men. By means of "LYING WONDERS" Satan will deceive, if possible, the very Elect." SM 2:54,21,24,58,96,95,100. RH A4:262,570. T6:400-1.

NOW WE ARE GETTING CLOSE TO THE AREA=that we had better 'WAKE UP!'=and play CLOSER attention to = than we have ever done in our Life.

COUNTERFEIT MIRACLES.

Almost all Religions are aware = but NONE has been WARNED as we have thru the Third Angel's Message = of the DEVIL coming IN PERSON = from a FLYING SAUCER. GC 624. This will deceive almost the entire World. ADVENTIST LEADERS thru RAA = are well down the Road. -38-
Santee pretended = for a while = that he was free of the influence of the Church-Leaders. But, as so many others = his holy awe for them = made him a willing victim of their manipulations. Taking him to Europe = the middle east = where roy a. anderson and hoffman = with hmsr cheering them on! In that book = "all eyes on israel."

Telling adventists = jews = and the whole world = that the jews will win! That "mrs. white" said so! I can never mention this without giving the truth. So keep your thought as we divert = as it fits in here. Those that will lie = 200 times! Will not have any conscience left to go to 201.

The fate of the atheists of tel aviv.

What jew fixed this up? Took out one word = out of da 628. (In some books it is 629.) The underlined word is left out! "Christ said, as the rabbis see these signs, they will declare them to be God's judgments upon the nations for holding in bondage His "chosen" people. They will declare that these signs are the token of the "advent" of the Messiah. be = not = deceived; they are the beginning of his judgments. The jews have looked to themselves. They have not repented and been converted that I should heal them. The signs that they represent as tokens of their release from bondage = are signs of their destruction." DA 628-9, 387, 635, 739. RH A3:336-8, 343-4, 632-3. A4:156, 341-2. 1898.

These born-losers = these adventist leaders always looking for something big to hang unto their star = think this hellish armed camp = will "win!" Being guilty of sending america canada = and israel = to commit national suicide! These big 3 sda talmudists = guilty of the blood of Lebanon = egging on the genocider holocaust = merchants of death = on to suicide. These "born-losers" are the ones to: "exorcise" demons out of anyone else? We will give our souls into their hands? And then, perhaps = think it a light matter? You can play with that sort of forces = and come out of it again? What do you really know = about spiritualism?

Spiritualism:

"There are few who have any just conception of the deceptive power of spiritualism, and the danger of coming under its influence... [remember! and never forget! This influence, this power = is obtained if you but bow down = outside the most holy place. EW 56. 1846 broadside.] EW 124-5.

"It is impossible, in their own strength, to break away from the bewitching, alluring spell." GC 558.

It should be our first duty = to stay = home = from = church, and learn something worthwhile = look up "spiritualism" in the index. And follow through with "mind-science" = "mind-cure" = "mind = control."
"At the beginning of my work I had the MIND=CURE SCIENCE to contend with. I was sent from place to place to declare the FALSEHOOD of this Science, into which many were entering, ...very innocently = to relieve the TENSION upon the minds of NERVOUS invalids, But, oh, how SAD were the Results! God sent me from place to place to REBUKE EVERYTHING pertaining to this Science...which has NO PLACE in the work of a Christian physician, and which must find NO PLACE in our Health Institutions. INNOCENT through it may APPEAR, THIS=MIND=CURE, if exercised upon the patients, will in its development be for their DESTRUCTION, NOT their Restoration. The 3rd. Chapter of 2nd. Timothy, describes persons who=accept=ERROR, such as ONE MIND exercising COMPLETE CONTROL over another Mind. GOD FORBIDS ANY SUCH THING. The "MIND=CURE" is one of Satan's GREATEST SCIENCES...This Science must not be allowed a PARTICLE of standing room in our Sanitariums."

MM 113-4.

ARE YOU A WAKE = ADVENTIST?

"GOD desires to bring men into DIRECT RELATION with Himself. In all His dealings with human beings He recognizes the Principle of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY. He seeks to encourage a sense of PERSONAL DEPENDENCE, and to impress the need of PERSONAL GUIDANCE. He desires to bring men into association with the DIVINE...SATAN works to THWART this purpose. He seeks to encourage DEPENDENCE upon MEN, When minds are turned away from God, the tempter can bring them under his RULE...

"The theory of MIND controlling MIND was originated by SATAN, to introduce HIMSELF...of=all=the=ERRORS that are finding acceptance among professedly Christian people, NONE is a more DANGEROUS DECEPTION, NONE more CERTAIN to separate man from God, than is this...it will tend to their DESTRUCTION...SATAN WILL ENTER...

"SATAN WILL ENTER"

"SATAN=WILL=ENTER to take POSSESSION both of the MIND that is given up to be CONTROLLED by ANOTHER, AND of the MIND=THAT=CONTROLS! FEARFUL is the POWER thus given to EVIL-MINDED MEN and WOMEN...There is something BETTER for us to engage in than the CONTROL of HUMANITY by HUMANITY." (READ ON!) MH 242-3, 251, 253

ROY A. ANDERSON

"AMEN! CHARLIE!"= for Father Friar FROOM = one like the other in COLLUSION to TEAR=DOWN everything ELLEN WHITE stood for = like a sniveling whining DOG = come licking the Boots of BARNHOUSE and MARTIN =

WHO IS MARTIN? -40-
ROY A. ANDERSON KNEELS = to be dubbed by the POWER of BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = where he discovered and ORDERED all SDA MINISTRY = to take up:"I AM SAVED! WRITE IT IN LETTERS = 3 FEET HIGH!" The SAME as JONES did in the MARLOWE THEATRE = in the GANGSTER CITY of CHICAGO = 1893. BALLenger snapped it up and took it into "HOLY FLESH" with the HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTAL CHARISMATICS.

ROY A. ANDERSON KNEELS = in the BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADES to tell the Convert to:"GO TO THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE!"

ROY A. ANDERSON = recommends in SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = BOOK after BOOK after BOOK = by the HOLY ROLLERS = with LOUISE KLEUSER = how to get on "FIRE!" = How to get the: "POWER!"

ROY A. ANDERSON KNEELS = at the BILLY GRAHAM = ORAL ROBERTS SEATTLE "VOICE" SHOW = and DEMOS SHAKARIAN (PRESIDENT of "FULL GOSPEL BUSINESSMEN'S FELLOWSHIP" (FGBMFI) = wrote BRINSMEAD and the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY = "Two of your Top Men got the "POWER!" and "SPOKE-IN-TONGUES!" (Still SNIVELING around!)

ROY A. ANDERSON took this "SPIRIT" and this "POWER!" into his leading Role = of introducing it throughout the ADVENTIST MINISTRY! BEWARE how you come under the INFLUENCE of ANY=OF=THEM. This is where SANTEE FELL. [Are we going to MINIMIZE IT? NO CHANCE!] [We ran into the DANGER of it among the PENTECOSTALS = 50 Years ago!]

"FAITH FOR THE FAMILY" = by BOB JONES = JULY/AUGUST 1982. p,3 + 11="DR. WALTER MARTIN" is Affiliated with one of the most prestigious: "CHARISMATIC" SCHOOLS= "THE MELODY SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY" = "THE TONGUES MOVEMENT!"

RAA=wanting to be DUBBED as a "CHRISTIAN" by the "HOLINESS" CULT = what an Honor! A HELL-PRIEST. We believe they should have the Right = to do that. BUT NOT in the NAME of the Third Angel's Message! Do as did CANRIGHT = as did BALLenger = as Sr. White told them; "GO WITH YOUR OWN KIND!" Why try to drag that Religion into the Camp of the Saints? REASON ENOUGH to LEAVE=THAT=CHURCH = if they want to DRAG that Sort = into the Camp. ELIJAH KNEW=HOW=TO=TAKE=CARE=OF=THEM.

"I HAVE BEEN AWAKENED"

"at the early Hour of 12 = to write out these things... NO INDIVIDUAL should be permitted to take CONTROL of another person's MIND...THE MIND CURE is one of the most DANGEROUS DECEPTIONS which can be practiced upon any individual...IT IS NOT GOD'S DESIGN FOR ANY..."
ADVENTIST KID

BRAIN-WASHED since Knee-high to a Pup = about these HORRIBLE "DEVIL-POSSESSED" PEOPLE = these "OFF-SHOOTS" who fail to see the HOLINESS in the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C. = and so it was comparatively EASY to get their STRONGEST PSYCHOLOGISTS to "PUT HIM ON THE COUCH"=since he never did lose his UNHOLY "AWE" for them = so they got him in their POWER = by appealing to his SUBCONSCIOUS in which was the OLD TRADITION = they always held their Nose = HIGH in the Air! Would not THINK to Listen to any REAL TRUTH =

And fell back to the ORIGINATORS of LAODICEAN TRADITION = who convinced him he was, indeed = as he had learned from his KINERGARKEN DAYS = that if you LEAVE that most WONDERFUL and ONLY CHURCH =

You just HAVE to be POSSESSED=BY=THE=DEVIL! Making this "DISCOVERY"=it was easy for him to go the next Mile= get these EXTRA HOLY GURUS ★ MEDICINE MEN = SHAMAN = work their OCCULTISM over him = SCRAMBLE his BRAINS so he can never again UNSCRAMBLE them =God will NOT tolerate such NONSENSE! OPENLY INSULTING the over 1,000,000 that could take NO MORE of their FETISHISM=CASTING OF SPELLS = putting their "HEX" and "CURSE" on any and all, who renounce their INCANTATIONS.

THE DO=NOT "JUDGERS!" SPEAKING IN EX-CATHEDRA:"ALL ultimately come to naught = WITHOUT EXCEPTION!" p.543. FROOM=WILSON, (repeated in a late R&H.)=LEF=MD 543,568-9.)

"And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their Minds, give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION" against the ones who have set aside CHERISHED FABLES. They ACT like MEN=WHO=HAVE=LOST=THEIR=REASON!" TM 70,73,99. GC 607. ST 4:62. BRISBIN 27.)

THIS FETISH INTIMIDATING POWER ONCE ENTERTAINED - is almost IMPOSSIBLE to break. We find it coming up again and again in our Group. People who come to our Meetings = almost 100% will agree with us - seem to be Happy in their Freedom. Let some Laodicean STOOGE = either a Minister or "former Minister"=or more likely a TRANSIENT "INDEPENDENT"=let him come to the SAME HOUSE! A few DAYS or WEEKS LATER = and he has them, 100% - eating right out of his hand = AGAIN! So-called: "INDEPENDENT"=but calls them BACK into the Church = from which there is NO SALVATION! We seem to be the ONLY ONES who can Answer that Question. (1) A "MOVEMENT" shall: "COME!!" GC 464. (2) In the SEALING TIME = those who do not OBEY the "LAST MESSAGE!!"(MIDNIGHT CRY.)"ALL perish TOGETHER!"(Do we know the Meaning of:"ALL!"=???)  -43-
JUNE 1 to JUNE 10 = CAMP GROUND WITH SOME CABINS AND HOOK-UP FACILITIES = $8,000.00 for 10 Days of Meetings = must pay $3,000.00 by MAY 10 to hold the Grounds. LOOK FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENT BY:

FRITZ ALSETH, (ORGANIZER), PO Box 34, Mt. Aukum, CA 95656. (209) 245-3643.

"BUD" COMPTON, (TECHNICIAN), PO Box 616, N. HIGHLANDS, CA 95669.

JOHN NICOLICI, (MODERATOR), 12741 WHITE ROCK RD., RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670. (916) 351-0399.

(SEND IN YOUR VOTES—if you come or do not come=what do YOU want to hear? Will Bro. Fritz raise $3,000.00 before May 10 = ? ADVANCE PAYMENT TO HOLD THE HALL.)

"DON'T GIVE IT TO DAVENPORT!"

OR FOR THE DOCTRINES THEY TEACH NOW = WORSE THAN DAVENPORT!
Do you BELIEVE = TM 409? "They CANNOT appreciate the value of spiritual things. Their SENSIBILITIES are BLUNT-ED...they may be ASSURED(They MUST have the "ASSURANCE" that they are "SAVED?" = well, how about this "ASSURANCE?")

"THEY MAY BE ASSURED that God WILL NOT accept their unworthy OFFERING any sooner than that of CAIN!" SG 364. CENTER "HEALTH" SECTION. p.129,148. PP 165. GC 519. LEFT OUT! of DC 16. SM 2:419.

MEANS:
"The Lord is TESTING and PROVING His people. If any have no heart in the (True) Work, and FAIL to bring their Offerings to GOD = HE=WILL=VISIT=THEM!" T1:238.

"He will come NEAR to them with JUDGMENTS. He will... SCATTER their IDOLS." "Those who Honor God = He will HONOR." T2:661. "Where your TREASURE is = THERE will your HEART be also."...They ROB Him in Tithes and Offerings, and the withering CURSE of God is upon them." T2:197.

"GATHER My Saints unto Me; those who have made a COVENANT with Me by SACRIFICE." T2:198. "The Lord requires that those to whom He has lent TALENTS of MEANS = make the RIGHT=USE=OF=THEM!" T2:659.

[OR]"He will come CLOSER = and will SCATTER their MEANS!" T2:661. "They will do NOTHING until OTHERS have fought the Battle and gained the Victory for them, and THEN they are READY to SHARE the SPOILS. They are account-ed as COWARDS in His cause." T3:316. "THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH ARE RESPONSIBLE[or]...be LEFT in TOTAL DARKNESS." T5:278.  
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COMING! SECOND 1984 SACRAMENTO MEETINGS! Send in your VOTE= whether you COME or do not COME = you can Hear the TAPES = WHO do YOU want to HEAR? and what SUBJECT? JUNE 1 to 10. 10 Days. Mostly SAME SPEAKERS as before. Must cover SUBJECTS that apply NOW = not TIME-SERVING COMMON CHIT-CHAT = with no RHYME or REASON.

DO YOU WANT = "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER??" Did ELLEN WHITE PREDICT that "HISTORY" would be "REHEARSED" or "REPEATED?" Why are the CHAPTER HEADINGS in the 1884 GC = why were they CHANGED = DISCARDED = FLUSHED OUT? How do they DIFFER from your present GC = ??? Does it matter? Did they actually IMPROVE them? [Or would you rather hear some Sissy "ASSURANCE!" that:"SPEW OUT!" means:"GOING THRU!" DRUGS and ALL. 144,000 Strong!]

Or would you like to hear PROOF in 5 SENTENCES = that:
"NOT=ONE=ADVENTIST=WILL=BE=SEALED!"

YOU VOTE = if you for ONCE in your Life=Time can Listen to the OTHER SIDE = FOR ONCE! The Lord allowed DAVENPORT to HAPPEN! The Best thing that Hit this Denomination in all it's History! No, we are NOT CRYING and BAWLING! We REJOICE! GOOD! And do you not see it? What if you BELIEVE and LISTEN to some MEDIocre "SERMON"=that you can hear in ANY CHURCH! Even BETTER ones, as BED-TIME MAXWELL SAID = BETTER from the POPE! BETTER from the PROTESTANT POPE! Do we have nothing BETTER? It is up to YOU!

If THAT is what you want to HEAR = THAT is what you will GET! YOU=DO=NOT=HAVE=TO=BE=PRESENT. YOUR OFFERING gives you the RIGHT = to VOTE! You want to hear - at the MEETINGS = on the TAPES = you want to hear = WHAT SUBJECT? Are we on the THRESHOLD of GREAT and WONDERFUL EVENTS about to BURST on the WORLD? WHAT HAS BEEN PREDICTED BY.. THE PEN OF ELLEN WHITE? COME = expecting to hear something OUT=OF=THE=ORDINARY! If we do not hear it = we might be far better off - to STAY HOME. Let the Speakers = ALL SPEAKERS = for once come out in plain English = does the Adventist Church GIVE=THE=LOUD=CRY? Or is ADVENTIST PROBATION OVER - BEFORE the 'LOUD CRY?" Then WHO gives the 'LOUD CRY?" This Question will be Answered in ONE MEETING. "THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE." And what about 'PRAYER?"

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PRAYER

"Her Priests have...PROFANED mine Holy things:they have put NO DIFFERENCE between the HOLY and PROFANE, neither have they shewed DIFFERENCE between the UNELEAN and the CLEAN... Her PRINCES...are like WOLVES...And her "PROPHETS" have daubed them with UNTEMPERED MORTAR, seeing VANITY...saying, "THUS SAITH THE LORD GOD"=when the Lord hath not spoken." Eze.22:26-8. 
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PROFANE:
"He MEASURED...to make a DIFFERENCE between the SANCTUARY and the PROFANE PLACE." Eze.42:20.

"And they shall TEACH=MY=PEOPLE the DIFFERENCE = between the HOLY and PROFANE." Eze.44:23. "But REFUSE PROFANE and OLD WIVES FABLES...!" 1 Tim.4:7. "O Timothy...AVOID... PROFANE and VAIN BABBLINGS...!" 1 Tim.6:20.

LET THE SPEAKERS = be fully aware that they stand between the LIVING and the DEAD. And if they find NOTHING BETTER than they can find in LAODICEA = then go there = and Preach there = DO=NOT=COME=TO=TAKE=UP=TIME=AT=OUR=MEETINGS!! Can you not come, and for once in your Life = hear what WE have to Say? Or do we need to "APOLOGIZE!" because we hurt some Lower Adventosia "FEELINGS?" We should REJOICE because the TRUTH = HIT HOME!


PRAYER
The average Christian of Today = thinks NOTHING = ABSOLUTELY NOTHING! of Kneeling down in Prayer = with ANYONE!

BUT, according to EW 56,124-5. 1846 BROADSIDE = this could be FATAL! For TIME and for ETERNITY! Let's examine: PRAYER AS A CLUB!

The Adventist Seminary Graduate = is taught to use Pray- er as a WHIP! Christ EXPOSED this in Matt. 23:14.

"WOE unto you, SCRIBES and PHARISEES, HYPOCRITES...for a PRETENSE make LONG PRAYERS: therefore ye shall receive GREATER DAMNATION!" Matt. 23:14. "...when ye make MANY PRAYERS, I will not Hear..." Isa.1:15. "...for they THINK that THEY shall be heard = for their MUCH SPEAKING." Matt. 6:7.

"But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast SHUT THY DOOR, pray to thy Father which is = in Secret...and thy Father...shall Reward thee OPENLY." Matt.6:6. "The Prayer of the UPRIGHT = is His DELIGHT!" Prov.15:8. "He HEareth the PRAYER of the RIGHTEOUS!" 29.

IF YOU REMEMBER! The HEPPENSTALLS = the BRINSMEADS = together with the SPURGEONS = picture God as a BENEVOLENT POT-BELLIED BUDDHA = who "LOVES" them "ALL!"=as we hear MORE and MORE from Adventism = He loves them:"JUST=THE=SAME!!" What BLASPHEMY! against the CHARACTER and NATURE of God! That He - like SINFUL MAN = makes NO DISTINCTION! Have we already FORGOTTEN = what we read on the previous Page? "Her PRIESTS...have put NO DIFFERENCE between the HOLY and the PROFANE...LIKE WOLVES!" Eze.22:26-8.
NO DIFFERENCE?
"He that turneth away his ear from hearing the LAW = even his PRAYER = shall be ABOMINATION!" Prov. 28:9.

THE LORD AND LIARS:
"LYING LIPS are ABOMINATION to the Lord!" Prov.12:22.

THE RIGHTEOUS THE SAME:

"I have HATED the Congregation of EVIL-DOERS, and will not sit with the WICKED." Psa.26:5. "LET THEM BE ASHAMED!" Psa.25:3. "In Thee, O Lord, do I put my TRUST; let me NEVER be ASHAMED!" Psa.31:1.

NO DIFFERENCE!
EW 88-9, 262-6. We have the Devil's Train. It seemed the whole World was on Board = there could not be one left. What did the WHOLE WORLD fall for? And WHY will they be Lost? Because they were "SNARED"=what "POWERED" that Train? "This ONE thing...there is NO DIFFERENCE made between the PRECIOUS and the VILE." EW 89,263.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
SO DIFFERENT = that you will not Pray with them! The OHIO SISTERS played it Right. When 2 Adventist Preachers were to come over at a certain Time = the FIRST thing they said: "Let us Pray!" The OHIO SISTERS said: "No! we have prayed ALREADY!"

This took the Ministers by Surprise. Who in the World would NOT want to Pray with their "HOLINESS?" Seeking thereby to set themselves UP = and put others DOWN! "THEY" are still the "LEADERS!"

SO=DOES=THE=CATHOLIC=PRIEST = who has the SOLE RIGHT or LICENSE = to lead out in "PRAYER"=for which you can PAY-for the "MASS." By HOLY PRIESTS=NUNS=FRIARS=MONKS=so some of their "MERIT" will rub off on YOU.

"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH"=when LUTHER understood it = was YOUR "FAITH" = YOUR "PRAYERS"=out in the BARN or among the OXEN with a PLOW = YOUR PRIVATE PRAYERS - would have MORE "MERIT" in the Sight of Heaven = than the PIOUS PRAYERS in the CATHEDRAL! What an INSULT! WORTHY OF DEATH!

WE=DO=NOT=RECEIVE=ANY=MERIT=FROM=PRIESTLY "SHOW!" or CEREMONIALISM! Not THAT kind of:"WORKS!" We will see to our own "WORKS!!" is what God and the Angels look for. See how many Times you can find in the Revelations = we will be "REWARDED"=and "JUDGED!!" = "...out of those things which were WRITTEN in the BOOKS, ACCORDING to their WORKS!" Rev. 20:12-3. "MY REWARD is with Me, to give EVERY MAN according as his WORKS shall be." Rev.22:12. -47-
...and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE OF SATAN!" 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56. ". . . and those who BOWED TO=THEM = worshipped SATAN!" EW 214.

From here on out = DO NOT EXPECT = any Blessing from Heaven = for BOWING DOWN = (Recognizing the SUPERIORITY) of Agents of Satan in LAODICEAN PULPITS if you KNOW:
(A) They worship OUTSIDE the Most Holy Place.
(B) They are "EXORCISING" DEMONS = let them "EXORCISE" their OWN! In Adventist Pulpits. TM 409.
(C) "Come APART and be ye SEPARATE!"

CLEVER PSYCHOLOGY

I have seen it enough Times = to know it is a PATTERN. Come together in a Home. "INFORMAL" gathering. The Minister may be a Relative. May cause you to Drop your Guard, by AGREEING with about ANYTHING you say. Not wanting to Deal in COMMON TRIVIA = you try to open their Eyes to TRUTHS they have NEVER HEARD. The Preacher (SURPRISINGLY) will AGREE! All consider this in his Favor. He is not only CORDIAL = but SINCERE. This does not put him DOWN = but UP!

TENSION

At the same Time this relieves some TENSION that is always present when the Minister is there. This is WONDERFUL! This is GREAT! Now there is a spirit of FREEDOM and SPONTANEOUS CORDIALITY. Then, without Fail = some one will Crack a Joke. (Or 2 or 3.) Perhaps the "OFF-SHOOT" HOST HIMSELF. This is what he was waiting for!

ON A HAIR-TRIGGER! WAITING just for THIS! "The Words of his Mouth were SMOOTHER than BUTTER, but WAR was in his HEART! his Words were SOFTER than OIL, yet were they DRAWN SWORDS!" Psa.55:21. 62:4.

Now with a LOUD BOOMING VOICE = "Now, Friends = what we are here discussing, are ETERNAL VALUES = DEAR to the HEARTS of us ALL = "LET US PRAY!"

If YOU were the one that was Jovial = YOU could SINK thru the Floor! What a SLICK TRICK! He has now establish-ed himself = DEFINITELY as YOUR SUPERIOR! He is now in the Eyes of ALL = SUPERIOR to you ALL!  
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If you never recognized this as a SLICK TRICK - learned in the SEMINARY = you, yourself = would HAVE to acknowledge his obvious SUPERIORITY. But if YOU KNOW = this is a TRICK! That he has no more "RELIGION" than a Hog = but, LIKE JUDAS = is playing a PART. Like in the Movies = he says the RIGHT thing = makes the RIGHT MOVE = at the RIGHT TIME! COMPUTERIZED = TRAINED ACTOR. Playing a PART. ANYTHING to DOWN YOU! ORDINARILY = the 11 other Disciples = could NEVER think of pulling off such a DIRTY TRICK! Could NEVER IMAGINE that JUDAS was anything but SINCERE! So when Christ said a DECEIVER is in their Midst = did ONE of them Point to JUDAS? No, not one. They rather said: "Is it I?"

"IS IT I?"

"LET US PRAY!" = USING PRAYER AS A CLUB! to put you DOWN! Lower than a Snake's Belly. And he is UP! You poor Country HICK! You could NEVER stand up to this CITY SLICKER. 'ELDER BEGUILÉ' = "LET US PRAY!"

See the Group = HUSH! See all Eyes on "HIS HOLINESS!!!" What a Time YOU will have = to counter ANYTHING his "CHURCH" is doing. And if they fail in everything else = if he is FORCED to AGREE to THIS = THAT = and the OTHER = he has one FINAL PUNCH = that will FINISH=YOU=OFF! If you NEVER heard it = BE PREPARED for it:

"Yes, Brother - you are Right = ELLEN WHITE DOES SAY = we will have to Break with the Church =

[That good old Billy Goat - with his "BUT!".] "BUT=THE= TIME=IS=NOT=YET!" So there he has you. He is STILL above YOU! He is AWARE = the SAME as you are = EASTER IS WRONG! CHRISTMASS IS WRONG! DRUGS are WRONG! CHEMICALS in "HELL"-th Foods are WRONG! But the "TIME" is not yet! And the UNTHINKING MULTITUDE = will Swing after him in grand Style= not to "WAKE UP!!"=til the 7 Last Plagues.

"SATAN is TRYING = his every ART = to HOLD them where they were, until the SEALING was PAST, until the COVER-ING was drawn over Gqd's people, and they LEFT without a Shelter from the BURNING WRATH of God = in the 7 Last Plagues." EW 44. "He was at work = through MINISTERS!"

STOP HIM!

Ask him if he knew = BRO. and SR. WHITE = STOPPED certain "PREACHERS" = "...their PRAYERS and "AMENs!"=CHILLED ME!"

(ORIGINAL LS.) Do you = ELDER BEGUILÉ = agree with the 1980 DALLAS "DECLARATION OF FAITH??" Did you SIGN your NAME to it? Are you PRAYING in the FIRST APARTMENT?? or even in the "OUTER COURT??" Then perhaps say: "YES! Let us Pray!" "SISTER TRUE-BLOOD = will you lead us?"

WE=SEE=_TWO=GROUPS=EW 55-6.(1846 BROADSIDE.) BOTH PRAY. ONE PRAY TO THE ADVENTIST DEVIL! READ IT=EW 56,261. -49-
"PROTESTANTISM will yet stretch her hand across the GULF to grasp the hand of...the Roman Power." 1884 GC 405.

"Most Seventh-day Adventists know that for some time we have been able to make Ellen G. White say almost ANYTHING we want...we make her voice blare out arguments on BOTH SIDES of a Debate...The result of having so many Ellen Whites is that the Adventist Church may soon have NO ELLEN WHITE at all...the great majority, having already despaired of UNDERSTANDING her, will only wonder what all the commotion is about." p.30. BRANSON=WEISS.

SPECTRUM. Autumn 1971. "In writing as an APOLOGIST, FROOM has given a BIASED and ONE-SIDED treatment...Consequently, the Reader must always be on the ALERT when studying FROOM, asking himself...whether important aspects have been neglected or MISREPRESENTED." p.89. (ABOUT TIME SOME ONE SAW THAT! PAXTON SAW IT ALSO. SO 'HOEHN' IS NOT ALONE!) (Thank you = INGEMAR LINDEN = SWEDEN.)

SPECTRUM. March 1978. DO NOT "LASH OUT!"= at the Roman Catholic Church. Why? Because they are not GUILTY?p.35. (By WILSON = the JESUIT CONNECTION.)

SPECTRUM. August 1979. Incidentally, isn't it time to STOP publishing her material?" Henry F. Brown.p.64.
"The lightest down doth soonest show
Which way the rising breezes blow."
"Facts for the Times." p.122.)

AT THIS POINT = I had a Phone Call from FRITZ ALSETH =
California. April 11, 1984. [Followed by a 1 Hour Call from New Jersey.]

**FRITZ SAYS:**
"WAIT!! Before you announce the Meetings = he is putting in the Mail to us = 1200 Copies of his Final Announcement. They are having a Raft of New Speakers. I told him I was afraid he is Calling for ANOTHER LAODICEAN CHURCH = but we will see. Anyone that TEACHES = LAODICEA is going to:"FINISH=THE=WORK!" has NO BUSINESS = in his BLINDNESS = to address any Meeting of ours. WE=ARE=NOT=INTERESTED= IN=A=REPEAT=OF=LAODICEAN TRIVIA = "Knowing not what is Piped or Harped = or wherefor they were come together!"

If LAODICEA is going to:"FINISH=THE=WORK!"=we have NO BUSINESS for existing. We also do not need to hear, what good "CHURCH-MEMBERS" they are! WHAT! After all the New "ABOMINATIONS?!" God=does=not=care? -50-
SHOWN AT SACRAMENTO = the Home of the TIGHTEST JUNTO and CABALA = the proudest PHARISEES in this World. IMAGINE these Meetings = March 23 to 25 = they could have come for a VARIETY of SPEAKERS = but of SACRAMENTO "REFORM" that reforms NOTHING! After sending out HUNDREDS of Notifications to these SMUG LAODICEANS = (we spent $5,000.00 on them.) = SPEAKERS were there as far away as CHICAGO = yet these "HOLIER THAN THOU" = self-righteous "SAVED!" = BIGOTS = (Most of whom fell for the HUDSON "AWAKENING" when it came, their very LEADERS taught the SAME.) can you imagine - holding Meetings right in their back-Yard = and I have this on good Authority = I made SURE before I put this in Print = only 3 or 4 CAME!

ALRIGHT! we get the Message - you are OFF = OUR = LIST! Only the very FEW that responded = are now on our "REGULAR" List. The others can keep on IMAGINING that THEY have it all. "RICH, and increased with their own ("GOODNESS") and in NEED (?) of absolutely NOTHING!"

Just for the Record = I DID NOT expect much response from this "REFORM" = CLOSED = SHOP = UNION = but I REMIND YOU = they would=not=even=come=to=HEAR=NEW SPEAKERS = not even out of CURIOSITY! If there is a PROUDER or more SELF-RIGHTEOUS Group in this World - I do not know WHERE or WHEN. They are OFF our List. We will not even send them Notice of this coming Meeting. We will leave them to build their BIG MANSIONS = lay out huge SLABS of GREEN CEMENT = WELD themselves FIRMLY to the Earth. "...you did not consider that the Recording Angel was making a Record which you would blush to meet again, SAID THE ANGEL, pointing to you:"YOU GLORIFIED YOURSELF, but did not magnify God." You even GLORIED in the Fact that it was in your Power to PURCHASE THESE THINGS...could only answer for SHOW and ENCOURAGE VANITY and PRIDE that will cause you REMORSE and SHAME." T2:279. [Or were you AFRAID = [1] Of your LEADERS. [2] That you MIGHT have to OPEN = YOUR = HOMES for a Guest = so like the PROUD PRIEST in the "GOOD SAMARITAN" Parable= you rather went around = "on the other Side!" It might have COST you a few SHEKELS to entertain some Guests. YOU = MAKE = ME = SICK! (Or were you afraid of your MEMBERSHIP? It never entered your Mind that such "MEMBERSHIP" (CIRCUMCISION!) is = not = worth = having!)

NOW WE TURN:

to more important things. 2 last Items shown on the Screen: URIAH SMITH = CHANGING THE TESTIMONIES. What is the DIFFERENCE between ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405 = "SHE" and your URIAH SMITH (GERMAN SACRAMENTO REFORM) BOOK = "THEY" in GC 588. NO DIFFERENCE? "How art thou FALLEN!" Do like JUDAS did= go BACK = to the Old Church! -51-
ONE LAST ITEM:
Let the DEBATING TEAMS = going ROUND and ROUND on the:
"INCARNATION"=what is the DIFFERENCE between:
***ORIGINAL SOP 1:46. "...take man's FALLEN Nature."
***URIAH SMITH EDITED =
ST 1:85. "...take FALLEN man's Nature."
[Let the Debating Teams go to work on that one!]
ALSO THIS: If she was so all fired FULL of Christ having a:
"SINFUL NATURE" or "FALLEN NATURE" = how come she MIS-
SED that in the EARLIEST BOOKS EDITED BY JAMES WHITE?
We had to WAIT for SACRAMENTO'S "PIONEER!!"=URIAH SMITH =
before we found THAT! THE "INCARNATION" BOOKS ARE:
ORIGINAL SOP BOOKS 2 and 3. ORIGINAL ST BOOK 4. Read
them and THRILL that:"He was TOUCHED with the FEELINGS
of our INFIRMITIES, and was in all points TEMPTED like
as we are. And yet..."WE SHOULD HAVE NO MISGIVINGS in
regard to the PERFECT SINELESSNESS of the human NATURE
"SWIFT MESSENGERS"=do not STAND AROUND "DEBATING" a Point
to any KINDERGARTEN CLASS.

WE COME BACK TO:
the Promise = p.10 - "ITEM (4)"=by BOB JORGENSEN, also
called:"MEDICAL MISSIONARY PRESS"= Rt.5,Box 177, MARSHALL,
NC 28753. "AN EARNEST APPEAL."
Fritz's sudden Announcement = NEW MEETINGS = has upset
all our Plans = I hope he can make it = I am very much
AFRAID = but if some who are sitting on TITHE = would
let Loose = and send along your VOTE = or come in PERSON=
maybe SACRAMENTO "REFORM" will open a few Doors so it need
not Cost = over $20.000 a night = or did they build all
these Houses = without SPARE ROOMS? and the BASEMENTS
only:"GAME ROOMS?" What a SHAME! PROUD=HAUGHTY=ARROGANT!
We could Sleep = in the Chicken Coop.No?

BOB JORGENSEN
"TO THE LEADERS AND MEMBERS OF THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH." [Well, I guess that leaves us out. We do not Count.
BECAUSE: "We are LOYAL Seventh-day Adventist CHURCH MEM-
BERS who have NO CONNECTION with those who have LEFT=THE=
CHURCH and are anxious to CONDEMN it. We LOVE OUR CHURCH
and believe that the Lord STILL loves it ALSO. We believe
that it is STILL the ONE OBJECT of His supreme regard TO-
DAY. That is why we voice this "EARNEST APPEAL."

O.K. He will NOT listen to US = but WE will LISTEN to HIM.
Although we have heard the SAME TRIVIA = 500 TIMES! They
seem to ALL start out = TELLING us how "FAITHFUL" SDA
they are = and they will have NO TRUCK with any hated
"SAMARITANS!!" No Siree!
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SO AFRAID OF LOSING THEIR "MEMBERSHIP" their TICKET to HEAVEN! 1,000,000 LEFT UNDER THE PIERSON=WILSON REIGN.
But: "ALL come to NAUGHT = WITHOUT EXCEPTION!" SUDDENLY = MAGICALLY = PRESTO! YESTERDAY = 20 to 30 Years in the Church = "SAVED!" = "PREDESTINATED!" = "REDEEMED!" and now = NEXT DAY = they are all "TRASH!"
WHAT=A-TEETH=SHATTERING 'AWAKENING!' These 'CIRCUM-CISED' CULT = are going to AWAKE TO! as they see the Lord come to 'GATHER!' = "THE REMNANT...the OUTCASTS of ISRAEL!" Isa 11:11,12. RH A5:398. PK 678,728,460,677,500,552,559, 560,587-8,591,598,610,621,704,309,324,360-1,92,108,714,460. "OUTCAST!" HIMSELF! He does not HATE = OUTCASTS all that much. He does not write them "ALL!" off = "WITHOUT EXCEPTION!"=WILSON the ARBITRARY 'JUDGE' and DESPOT! Who is soon going to Round up his 500 LAWYERS to take after "REFORM!" "I saw that the NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENT-ISTS, LIKE JUDAS, would BETRAY us to the CATHOLICS...The SAINTS will then be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KNOWN to the CATHOLICS." (No, they had NOT been PUSHING = "CHICK" PUBLICATIONS! They LEAVE that to CHICK.) Magen and Spaulding p.2. T6:18. RH A6:302. T5:690.
"We may have LESS to say, in some lines, in regard to the ROMAN POWER and the PAPACY..." TM 112. (HOW SO? WHY LESS?) BECAUSE we will see EGW PROPHECY BEING FULFILLED = it is the "CHURCH"=that get the "POWER!" that will "ASTOUND THE BEAST!"=those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!!" "This will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:47-54. [And THAT - is what WE will pay our ATTENTION = ON!] "OUR FORMER BRETHREN!" GC 443-445,606-608. TM 409. T5:80-2,211-2

S U R P R I S E !

BOB JORGENSEN = like 10,000 others = KNOWS THIS! He QUOTES it! USES OUR VERY REFERENCES! And then MEALY-MOUTHED says he is 'NOT' = 'CONDEMNING!' What is he doing then? We could write him off = RIGHT THERE. No real need to pursue this further. And if we do not know any Better = but get a RAFT of these "NO CONDEMNERS!!" and "LAODICEAN LOVERS"="NO MATTER WHAT THEY DO they are STILL the "APPLE OF HIS EYE!"=(He must be BLIND = ALSO!) = and they SWEAR = ETERNAL ALLEGIANCE even for TOMORROW! YESTERDAY they said = the "CHURCH" will get BETTER and BETTER and BETTER = until 144,000 SEALED LAODICEAN "SAINTS!"=will take off and give the "LOUD CRY!!" But now that the BIBLE is TRUE = and the TESTIMONIES are TRUE= now that they WAKE after their LONG RIP=VAN=WINKLE SLEEP = and THEY THEMSELVES RECORD = the 1984 CONDITION OF THE CHURCH! And come SIMPERING to GOD and to WILSON - "PLEASE!!" STRAIGHTEN OUT THE MESS YOU MADE!

"PLEASE!!" we cannot renounce ONE URIAH SMITH FALSE PROPHET INTERPRETATION! PLEASE HELP US BELIEVE THE OLD LIES!
SHE SAID: They WILL Fall.
SHE SAID: They WILL go into the very "OMEGA!" of APOSTASY.
SHE SAID: "DECEPTION" of almost "EVERY KIND" will be "IN
SHE SAID: MINISTERS in "OUR PULPITS"=[NOT Reform Pulpits!]
would teach Doctrines of DEMONS! TM 409.
SHE SAID: Coming back to the "SEAL OF GOD" Chapter=the
"SLAUGHTERING" Angels would "SLAUGHTER ALL"=
in that Church! T5:211-2.
SHE SAID: A BRAND "NEW MOVEMENT" would "COME" of ONLY
SEALED SAINTS=also called a:"PROCESSION." that
comes out of NOWHERE! COL 406.
SHE SAID: The "SYNAGOGUE"=[NOT a "CHURCH!"] would BOW at
the Feet of the "SAINTS." EW 15. WTF 14.
Yet these "BOB JORGENSENS"=and almost EVERY WRITER there
ever was = in CHURCH orREFORM = BOWS LOW AT THE LAODI-
CEAN FEET = because they DO=NOT=BELIEVE=A=WORD THE LORD
HAS JUST SAID!
Yet will LAMBAST THEM! ACCUSE THEM! CONDEMN THEM! While
holding their Hand high in the Air = THEY=NEVER=DO=IT?

LISTEN TO BOB:
"We feel that there is CAUSE for DEEP CONCERN as we see
the STANDARDS that God has given us to uphold = getting
LOWERED = more and more. WE=ARE=GREATLY=SADDENED at
what we believe from the bottom of our Hearts = to be
a WORLDLY=BACSLIDDEN=CONDITION of our Church...
"WE=ARE=SADDENED...increasing our NUMBERS, while lit-
tle more than LIP-SERVICE is given to the need of GENU-
INE CONVERSION...THOUSANDS in a Day...This is NOT=GOD'S=
METHOD...and we show GREAT BLINDNESS and IGNORANCE...
[See T5:31. T3:404.] seeking the PRAISE and COMMENDA-
TION of the World, RATHER than the APPROVAL=OF=GOD...
"WE=ARE=GREATLY=DISTRESSED= .............
"WE=FEEL=INTENSE=SORROW= .............
"WE=ARE=PAINED= .............
"WE=ARE=IN=A=CRISIS of the proportions which ELIJAH FAC-
ED at MT. CARMEL. It is TIME for us to DECIDE...
TO DECIDE WHAT?
"WE=URGENTLY=CALL=UPON=OUR=LEADERS=TO= .............
TO=DO=WHAT=???
YOU=ARE=OUT=OF=ORDER! God DOES NOT say to go to the LEAD-
ERS that are GUILTY as AHAB = of bringing about this Situ-
ation. MILLER OF OREGON = was FINANCED by MILLIONAIRES =
and ADVERTISED in "LAYWORKER"=a THOUSAND OTHERS have BEG-
GED = THREATENED = CAJOLED = for them to "PLEASE!!" "RE-
PENT!!" and the Results?
AS THE BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES PREDICTED = they got
WORSE! all the TIME! When are you going to BELIEVE GOD?
"I saw that OUR MESSAGE was NOT to the SHEPHERDS who had LED the Flock ASTRAY = but to the POOR=HUNGRY=SCATTERED SHEEP." IN HOPE = EGW. PT 64. RH AL:21. PT 45,79.

ALRIGHT = LET'S REVIEW IT:

THE LORD SAID: The "DARKNESS" is:"IMPENETRABLE!" It CANNOT be PENETRATED = no more than:"SACKCLOTH OF HAIR."COL 414.

THE UNBELIEVERS:
NAGEL=BACHAND=CARPENTER=ROGERS=JORGENSEN= and 10,000 before them = have HURLED themselves against that BRICK=WALL = spent themselves in a VAIN ATTEMPT = to PROVE to the Lord, as did KD+A = that THEY would lead the Way = into the "LOUD CRY"="LATTER RAIN!! But they FAILED. Immediately OTHERS took their Place = and RAMMED their HEAD = against that BASTILLE. The SLAVE-CAMP only got WORSE! and WORSE! and WORSE! "The BATTLE will grow FIERCER and FIERCER...SATAN will take the Field and personate Christ." (?) "One thing it is CERTAIN...the GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and WAXING STRONGER, AND WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a Shout!
SERIES B7:56-7. 1905. "NOT A WORD IS CHANGED OR DENIED!"
(SAME.) "Christ calls, COME OUT and be ye SEPARATE!!" 63.

"THE CONFLICT that is right upon us will be the most TERRIBLE ever Witnessed!" T6:407. (This will leave = only 7,000 that have not bowed the knee to Baal. PK 189. RH A6:382. TM 202.)

BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY" = there is the "MIDNIGHT CRY."

Does "REFORM"=know no more about that = than the CHURCH?
DO THEY IMAGINE -- like KD+A = they can get away WITHOUT IT?
Pay NO REGARD = to it?

But the MIDNIGHT CRY will come - the LOUD CRY will FOLLOW= and they will neither KNOW it = nor RECEIVE it. TM 300,507.

WHAT A SPOT TO BE IN!

You can avoid it = NOW!
The Lord's promise is = He will keep you = "IF"=!!!
If you never LEAVE Him = nor Forsake Him. Let the SPIRITUALIZERS speak of "SYMBOLISMS" or whatever = as they seek an EXCUSE to go along with the 1960 "BRINSMEAD" AWAKENING, and find "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT!!"

When plain as Day = to be "KEPT!!" from the "MANY DELUSIONS OF SATAN"=the KEY = the "ANCHOR" for the Time of STORM = is not some WAY=OUT "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT = that is NOT a "WILL ROSS" Statement = but a ROGERITE DREAM. Like a MOCKING BIRD = he gets OTHERS to HATCH HIS EGGS.

THE ANCHOR

that will keep us from the many DELUSIONS of Satan = this ANCHOR is "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"=the THIRD ANGEL was pointing to: "THE MOST HOLY PLACE." It is as Simple as that.
BELIEVE IT! TEACH IT! STAY WITH IT! EW 254 to 256. -55-
SOME ONE SHOULD RE-PRINT THE 75 page:
(Or if some one HAS it in Print - let us know:)
COURTESY OF ELDER BAUER = XEROX COPY:
"NEVADA-UTAH=CONFERENCE SESSION DELEGATES HANDBOOK=1969."
Chapter I begins with a: "BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ORGANIZATION AMONG SDA."
by E.G.FARNSWORTH = WASHINGTON. And then goes on to J.N.LOUGHBOROUGH=JAMES WHITE=JOSEPH BATES = and comes down to 1901 DANIELLS and 1903. We knew of some of this many Years ago = but this is a New Insight to the KIND of men = (As in the Days of Jesus) and the "JEWS" that Railroaded OUT = the people of God. HISTORY REPEATED.
FEW = "SYNAGOGUE-LOVERS" will be able to give an un-biased VERSION of this MAN=MADE TAKE=OVER. How the LEADERS whipped the Ministry into Line - how they used PSYCHOLOGY to attain their Ends. The SAME methods employed to this Day = only 10 Times WORSE.
While the BLIND are HOPELESSLY "PRAYING" that PLEASE WILSON = will you not CORRECT IT? How can he = when he does not have the FAINTEST IDEA = of what is WRONG! Going around with Rose-Tinted Glasses on, seeking the PRAISE and ADORATION of the what ELLEN WHITE CALLED:
"THE SENSELESS RABBLE!" "THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY!"
God's "ENLIGHTENMENT" means to "EXPOSE THE SINS OF THEIR LEADERS!" "THE BOLD WORK OF SATAN." [Do we COVER=IT=UP?] "DARKNESS... THESE WERE ALL BURIED UP IN ERROR." "LUTHER was the one chosen to breast the STORM, stand up against the IRE of a FALLEN CHURCH, and strengthen the FEW... come to God FOR HIMSELF, NOT through POPES or CONFESSORS, but through Jesus Christ ALONE... In the POWER of the HOLY SPIRIT he cried out AGAINST the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the CHURCH; and as he met the STORM of OPPOSITION from the Priests(MINISTERS), his courage FAILED NOT... he PUSHED the Battle CLOSER and CLOSER, the RAGE of the PRIESTS was kindled STILL HOTTER AGAINST HIM. They did not wish to be REFORMED...they desired the CHURCH ALSO to be kept in DARKNESS... their EVIL PASSIONS UNSUBDUEd... PLEASING FABLES WERE TAUGHT and readily received, and HYPOCRITES and OPEN SINNERS "UNITED" with the CHURCH...children of their Father = the DEVIL."
(All this from EW 213 to 228. WHAT=A=TRUE=PICTURE=OF=THE=CHURCH=TODAY! And some would still cling to them like LEECHES to a SLIMY ROCK! Even in the very OMEGA of APOSTASY!) Will we ever hear a SERMON = on WHAT=IS=THE=OMEGA? I mean a Lecture that will NOT be "APPROVED" by WILSON. If not - we might as well stay Home. No use coming together to REPEAT = LAODICEAN TRADITION. Do we have = anything BETTER?  -56-
HOW ABOUT THIS PLAN?

Do you have the MEANS = the CAPABILITIES? Can you line up a HALL? PHONE FRITZ ALSETH = you have the HALL RENTED for a 3-Day Bible Camp = and $1,000.oo to hand FRITZ as soon as he comes = and hold your Meetings = all across AMERICA and CANADA. (CANADIANS are FEW = they can go down to say - MEDFORD OREGON =one Day Drive.) (Or to OHIO.)

ONE RULE

If there is any Speaker - who believes the SDA CHURCH in this MIDNIGHT HOUR of OMEGA DARKNESS = is destined to: "FINISH=THE=WORK!" "GIVE=THE=LOUD=CRY!"=he should be ruled OFF your Platform! We can HEAR that = in ANY LAODICEAN CHURCH = we do not need the LAODICEAN CHURCH brought on our Platform = let them GO THERE = and STAY THERE!

This should be made a "RULE!"

Do not come to any Platform to MIAOW AWAY about what a "FAITHFUL" SDA he is = how it is still the:"APPLE OF HIS EYE!"=he has not yet learned the A=B=C's of the Gospel = he is still in the KINTERGARTEN CLASS = he has learned: NOTHING!

He will pull us DOWN = to his LEVEL. He is a:"DO=NOTHING!" and a:"KNOW=NOTHING!" WHY WILSON STOPPED!

THE PRINTING OF THESE BOOKS: "look into our Churches. There are only a FEW real WORKERS in them. The MAJORITY are IRRESPONSIBLE men and women. They have NO REAL BURDEN FOR SOULS...What can we DO = to AROUSE the people to improve what INFLUENCE and MEANS they already have to the Glory of the Master? Let those who have ONE TALENT use that well, and in so doing they will find it DOUBLED!"

"The DO=NOTINGS will be SPEECHLESS in that Day."

"Up to the present Time they have done NOTHING but SERVE THEMSELVES. This Class of DO=NOTINGS and KNOW=NOTINGS...will NEVER hear the:"WELL DONE!" from the lips of the Majesty of Heaven!" "DAILY overcoming of DEFECTS of CHARACTER...SUCH A WORK many KNOW=NOTHING of..."

"The DO=NOTINGS are the greatest HINDRANCE...are the FIRST to be taken in SATAN'S SNARE, the FIRST to lend their "INFLUENCE" to a WRONG COURSE." (All this from the "VERBOTEN" BOOK=RH A1:192,202,210,253.1878 to 1883.)

The TENDENCY of "PEOPLE"=is to Coast along - make no WAVES=be known as a; "GOOD GUY!"=let the Devil work FREELY=there is:"NO HOPE!!" for such EASE-LOVING SOULS. T3:254, 258 to 272.

God's Blessing awaits those who "DO!=the Best they can. Who do not TRY to save their REPUTATION or their LIVES.

GC 606 to 612. THEN: "MICHAEL STANDS UP!" It is all over.

GC 613. 1884 GC 431. PROBATION OVER = and:"THEY=KNEW=IT= NOT!" GC 615, 491.618. RH A2:142,190. --57--
WE HAVE A LETTER NOW =

WHY DO WE REPEAT? We try NOT to Repeat in a single Publication. But we DO Repeat = "REPEAT the Message!" WHY?

***D.L.FRIEND predicted-PROBATION CLOSED for SDA 1950-5.
***D.L.FRIEND took us BACK into the 1st. Apartment=== 1959.

1959=DAISY MEYERS=never before heard of in Heaven or on Earth = something "BETTER!!" than "SANCTIFICATION!!" Repeated throughout Adventism to this Day = "GLORIFICATION!!"

1960=HUDSON 'BIG 3'=brought this to America.PANTEISING "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the alleged:"OUTER COURT!! Even D.L. and DOROTHY GRAHAM = OBJECTED to this "NEW THEOLOGY!!" WORSE than 1959 D.L. Then TALK about "FORD" taking us OUT of the SANCTUARY! He learned it from THEM!

1970=since SO MANY=liked it all that much=LESLIE HARDINGE handed this to you. R&H June 19,1970.p.9,10. NO ONE OBJECTED around this World = until the 2 DAVIS LETTERS 5 YEARS LATER! What has been the RESULT of that RELIGION?

1960=one of HUDSON'S 'BIG 3'=PESTES = "BORNE" Adventist= went over to HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTALISM=BALLENGERISM: "I AM SAVED!!" plus HELL-TORMENT THEORIES. IMMORTAL SOUL. The Lord is "CHOOSING" their "DELUSIONS" as He promised.

1960=WRIGHT gave us "CHARACTER=NATURE" just like "CHRIST!! at the "$ I AM SINNER = "NEW BIRTH!" ["SANCTIFIED!"

1960=B R I N S M E A D did the SAME=but at the "MIDNIGHT CRY!! Hence = the "JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE." [See GC 470-3.]

1972 =B R I N S M E A D=WRIGHT=60 Days apart = went over to HEPPENSTALL=NO CHARACTER=NATURE CHANGE till CHRIST=MESIAH COMES! See PAXTON p.65-8,70,75,93-6,99-124. PAXTON was AMAZED!(and DELIGHTED!) that SDA MINISTERS DID NOT OBJECT! By SILENCE gave CONSENT. So that HEPP is now in ANDREWS. "DID NOT TEACH THE MHP FOR DECADES!"

1980=finally the WILSON=EVA-HAMMILL 'BIG 3'=RAILROADED IT OUT COMPLETELY! NO NEED of THE 3rd. ANGEL'S MESSAGE! DOES IT MATTER?

We expect to receive Letters = "IT DOES NOT MATTER!!" We are not now talking BACK in 1950 Era = or 1959=1960. We are talking 1984 = WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM = since HUDSON=1960 and his 'BIG 3'!! RDB = 100% over to BABYLON! NOTHING MATTERS ANY MORE! And MORE than we care to Believe=also GAVE UP! SO WE INTEND TO BELIEVE AND TEACH THIS:

"I saw the 3rd. Angel pointing upward = showing the disappointed ones the WAY to the HOLIEST...As they BY FAITH ENTER the Most Holy = they find JESUS...THE REMNANT followed Jesus INTO the Most Holy Place...These Messages were represented to me as ANCHOR to the people of God. Those who UNDERSTAND and RECEIVE them will be KEPT from being swept away by the MANY DELUSIONS OF SATAN!" EW 254-6,261,280-2,251-6,32,48. SG 1:166-182. -58-